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<9UU13C Abstract 
ABSTRACT 
Online University Used Book Center (OUUBC) is a web-based application to provide 
undergraduate, graduate student and public in Malaysia en ironment to buy and search 
the university used books online. Next, it enables administrator to coordinate the task 
and manage the database on line. The main objective of OUUBC is to sell and search the 
universit used books in order to increase work efficiency. A thorough research and 
analysis has been done. The information gathered via the Internet, library and the 
observation of existing website. PHP (web development), MYSQL (database) and 
Apache (web server) ha c been chosen as the de elopment tools for OUUBC, base on 
their strnngth and outstanding advantages compared to other in-market tools. The 
functional requirements for OUUBC are membership. search function, online purchasing 
and administration feat ures ·1 he most significant feature that makes OUUBC d1fTerent 
from other existing prodlH.:t 1s provides the services using the ad anced online 
technologies Besides, OUUBC ehmmates the e-.:pcnsive sh1ppmg charge h the c:-.1sting 
system, " " thl! tkll\ l!I\' -.,c l\1cl! by POS Mnlnysrn Fmnlly, OUUBC 1s expected to 
pro ide n user friendly interfoce thnt -;n c the tune for u'iers and adm1111stratms 
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Overview 
Nowadays, electronic commerce (e-commerce) has become a form of popular online 
business. There are a lot of companies that in ol e in e-commerce have gain high 
revenue and perfonnance in thei r business, such as amazon.com. Nonetheless, many 
small and medium size businesses still maintain the traditional way and conduct 
business at physical stores only. The most probably reasons they do not involve in e-
commerce are lack of Information Technology (IT) knowledge and high cost to ha e 
their own web sites. 
The e-commerce still a new concept in Malaysia. This concept will he introduced into 
my project, "luch u1ms at de' eloping a web application of electronic commerce on the 
title "Onltne Uni crsity Used Book Center" . 
J\n onhne uniH~rs1t used book t:entcr 1s n busmcss to rnnsumcr that sells used hoo"s 
The huslllcss hen: rdcrs to the nwncr of the ' lie \\h1k the t:tm,u111e1 refers to the 
customers of the site Ill Mnln) s111 I his 1s nlsll n storefront model m electrnn1c 
commerce, \\hich allo\\s the lllte1m:t10n het\\ ecn the huyc" nnd sellers dtrcctl 
The project ha. bl.!cn naming .. Online University Used Book Center" (hereinafter known 
'' ith the abbre\ iation OllUBC in the following parts), which means to electronic 
uni' ers1ty used book center in Malaysia. 
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The OUUBC performs the daily buying and selling used books activities in the Internet 
environment. It handles the transaction onlinc with the new and advanced technologies 
like the shopping cart. This benefits both the owner and the consumers by expanding the 
business widely and makes the book shopping a pleasant experience for customers. 
ln addition, the OUUBC is expected to cater the users' preference with the value added 
to the site such as search books and book display. 
1.2 Objectives of the Project 
The main objecti e of this Online Uni crsity Used Book Center is to bui ld a web 
application on an onlmc univers1t used book center that store and sells used books 
locally. 
The proposed project hopes to achieve the followmg ob.1ect1\es. 
a. To provide an d1icient wchs1 tc for pmchasmg used bool-s 1n local u111vcrs1t11.:s 
b. ro prt,)\ 1dc a local space for use1s search mg uni\ ctstt 11..,cd booh.s 
c. To build a dutahasc that cnnblc to mnnngc the used boob 1n booi.. ccntc1 
d. To fonn an electronic em mmmcnt cuscs for 11dm11t1strntors to manage the online 
Lm1vcrsity u. cd honJ... center. 
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1.3 Project Scope 
The major goal of the OUVBC is to provide an effective and time-efficient web 
application in handling the selling university used book, \ hich only for registered 
members. A simple and an interactive user interfaces will be adopted whenever users 
need to log in, search and purchase. The OUVBC comprises two main modules -
Administrator and Non-Administrators, together with 7 integrated sub-modules are 
provided to keep track of each process of this project. The Administrator module and 
Non-Administrators module are designed to separate activities that can be undertaken by 
each user group. 
1.3.1 Administration l\todule 
The Admmistrator module allows assistant registrars who arc responsible for handling 
the OU UBC website. This module provides templates for assistant registrars to pcrfonn 
the ma111tc1rnncc tas\.. in the site nnd mnnug1ng the dntubnse efficiently. Administrators 
can view thl! transactions done b users, delete uscrs, nnd search for usc1s whenever it is 
needed. Besides, administrator can monngc the stntu~ of hoo\.. s order hy users with the 
notice · hipped' or ' Pending' 
3 
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The proposed main features of this module are as follows: 
(a) Transaction Management sub-module 
The Transaction Management sub-module create template for the administrators to 
check the ship order books in the university used book center. All the monetary 
transactions are in Ringgit Malaysia (RM). All the charges on delivery services are 
based on the POS Malaysia parcel delivery rates. 
(b) Login sub-module 
The Login sub-module will handle the validation of the administrator through lD name 
and password. It will authenticate whether the user is an administrator or a nonnal user 
and displa the login page again if the login failed. 
(c) llser Management sub-module 
This module ' tit create templates for the admimstrntor to perform the management of 
the OUUBC mcmhc1s rnformntion Administrator can view thc uscn\' rccord ~uch as the 
qunntit of book. order and the status of thc ship order lk sidcs that, administrator also 
can ddetc the sck cted usc1 s frnm the u~c• 11 .... 1 
(d ) eurch for user sub-module 
The ~ carch for user sub-module 1s prov1<.ks thc functions to search the users in OUUBC. 
AbO\ e and b -~ ond, this sub-module will generate the result of search users and display 
the u. ers record ''hen administrator click on to see. 
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1.3.2 Non-Administrators Module 
The Non-Administrators module enables the registered users to login using password. 
Basically, unregistered users are allowed to view the web page only. 
The sub-module proposed is as fo llows: 
(a) Login sub-module 
The Login sub-module will handle the validation of the user through lD name and 
password. It will detennine whether the user is an administrator or a nonnal user. This 
sub-module also can check for whether the user had type in the correct lD name and 
password. New user will required to register before login. 
(l>) Search sub-module 
Search sub-module allo\\S searching of requested uni\ersit used hooks hy every 
registered u er of the proposed project It will process user's request and get the rcle ant 
information from the dntalm"e The1cfore. th is sub-module saves users' tune and effort 
in Imm sing the OUUl3C. 
(c) Online Purchnsin~ sub-module 
The Online Purchasing sub-module "ill nllow 1 c~1st1.: 1 ed members to select and purchase 
uni,crsity u ed book.s via shopping cart technology. Users are provided wi th the delivery 
, en ices 
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1.4 Project Limitations 
The limitations of OUUBC are listed as below : 
• OUUBC only serves local users due to the expensi e shipment to overseas. 
• Some Malaysians still feel hesitant to give their credit card infonnation online, 
due to the securi ty issues. 
• Not every clients use credit card, especially the undergraduate students. 
• Clients might feel unreliable on the books condition since they do not glimpse 
the books themselves. 
I lowcvcr, the OUUBC has the fo llowing assumptions : 
• All the deli cry services handle by POS Malaysia 
• OUUBC has an access hne directly linked to the 11Hemet 
• Assumes that clients who 1sit to the purchase site usmg credit curd arc trust 
OU UBC in the onlinc monetary transaction services 
6 
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1.5 Project Schedule 
Figure 1.1 shows a Gantt chart for the Online University Used Book Center. Project 
development Part 1 comprises four chapters, which are Introduction, Li terature Review, 
Methodology I System Analysis as ' ell as System Design, whereas the project 
development Part II consists of the other three chapters, which includes System 
Implementation, Testing as well as the System Evaluation and Conclusion. 
Throughout the whole process of system development, documentation is carried out 
from time to time to keep track of any project changes and work done. 
7 
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Key Jun July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 2003 2003 Activities i I 
System Study I ! I i 
Literature l b. i Project ! 
review I Development _ .,.. ! Part II 
System j I c ~ I Requirements 1 : I Analysis j 
,--.. I VIVA l I I i Design r-~ 
T I 
i l;J) System I Module Coding 
i 1 I : I Evaluation and l 
Testing ... 
~ 
Proiect Development i Final Part I 
Evaluation 
Supervisor 
Consultation 
Documentation lt 
Month 
Fi~ure I. I The Gnntt Chnrt for Online University llscd Book Center 
Development Schedule 
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1.6 Organization of the Thesis 
1.6.1 Part 1 - Analysis, Design and Development 
(a) Chapter 1 - Introduction 
Basically, this chapter presents the introduction on the Online University Used Book 
Center as one kind of electronic-commerce that appear as a new form of business 
nowadays. Base on the historical survey, the idea of developing a web-based business 
merged and its objecti es were stated clearly in this first chapter. The methodology used 
for this project was introduced as well as the scope of the project, which gives a brief 
explanation on separate project's modules. 
(b) Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
This chapter discus cs the review or literature on existing online used book center. A 
' 1dc scope of research lindmgs 1s obtained from \imous sources (through library or 
Universit of Mula)a, onltm: website. articles. rclcrcncc books) Generally, Part I 
consists of the.! gcnl!rn l 1c 1cw or ltternturc 011 ckctromc commerce, whereas J>urt II 
comprises the analysis on similar existing website in the mnrkct lk sides this. a lmcf 
ovcrviC\\ on all the rclcHmt tcchnolog1cs 111 the market' tll be included as \\ell 
(c) Chapter 3 - Mcthodolog)' I System Annlysis 
Apart from the tud ' on s •stem requirements, an overview on the methodology and 
sy. tem analysis is carried out. In this case, the methodology, mechanism and approaches 
that \\ill be used in de clop the system are decided. 
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(d) Chapter 4 - System Design 
fn this phase of systems development life cycle, three-tier application architecture, 
interfaces design, database design and logical data flow design will be taken into 
account. All the related data flow diagrams wi ll be included as well. 
1.6.2 Part 2 - Development and Evaluation 
(a) Chapter 5 - System Implementation 
The Online Uni\'ersity Used Book Center built wlll be implemented after the completion 
of the designing phase. I Jere, the designed system is developed according to the 
specified requirements. 
(b) Chapter 6 - Testing 
In this chapter. explnnattons on approaches used for the project debugging and testing 
will be described. Evaluution is based on achieved and unachieved objectives a~ well as 
problems encountacd and sol11tt011s tnken d111111g the prnJcct de dopmcnt 
(c) Chapter 7 - S)1Stcm l4:,· ~•hrntion and ( 'onclusion 
When come to system evaluation and conclusion of the final product, strength, 
\\Cak.ncs.cs and limitations of the developed system will be stressed. In this chapter, 
suggestions and proposal for future enhancement will be deli ered. 
10 
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Chapter 2- LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 The Electronic Commerce in Online University Used Book 
Center 
It is appropriate to begin by defining what is Electronic Com merce (E-Commerce)? 
To many people, the term e-commerce means shopping on the part of the Internet called 
World Wide Web (the Web). The Pew Internet and American Life Project is funded by 
the Pew Charitable Trusts, and began conducting several long-term research projects in 
2000 and 2001 to study the growth of the [ntemet and its effects on society. Pew Project 
studies concluded in early 200 I found that about 60 percent of U.S. households had 
Internet connections, and about 16 percent of those were using those connections to buy 
goods and services. (Gary P. Schneider) 
Despite the fac t that the research abo"e is found 1n fo reign country, Malay~ia arc now 
transmittable to IT-lo.nm ledge based country, cspec1ally ' ith the development or 
Multimedia Super Cot mfor (MSC). Therefore, 1t cnn be said that the households in 
Main sin arc no longer usmg the fo l:1ltt1c" of lntc111ct to h11v goods und scr ices 
II 
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2.2 E-commerce 
Electronic Commerce has different definitions, as below : 
• From a comm1111ications perspective, electronic commerce is the delivery of 
infonnation, products or services, or payments via telephone lines, computer 
networks or any other means. 
• From a hus111ess process perspective, electronic commerce is the appl ication of 
technology toward the automation of business transactions and workflows. 
• From a servtce perspective, electronic commerce is a tool that addresses the 
desire of fim1s, consumers, and management to cut service costs while improving 
the quality of goods and increasing the speed of service delivery 
• From an 0 11/ 111e perspective. dectronic commerce provides the capab1ht of 
bu ing and scllmg products and 1nformat10n on the Internet und other Online 
scr ices. 
All of the abO\ C ddinitions Ure \ uhd It IS U 111llllcr of'\ h1ch lens I\ used lo ICW the 
electronic commerce landscnpc. Hrondly spca\..mg. d cctronic commercl: emphnsi1cs the 
generation and exploitation of new business opportunit ies and, to use popular phrases: 
··generate bu ine s ' alue"' or "'do more with less' . Electronic commerce endeavors to 
1mpr0\e the execution of business transactions over various networks. These 
improvements may result in more effective performance (better quality, greater customer 
11 
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satisfaction and better corporate decision-making), greater economic efficiency (lower 
costs), and more rapid exchange (high speed, accelerated, or real-time interaction). More 
specifically. electronic commerce enables the execution of infonnation-laden 
transactions between two or more parties using interconnected networks. These 
networks can be a combination of POTS (plain old telephone system), cable TV, leased 
lines, and wireless. Infonnation-based transactions are creating new ways of doing 
business and even new types of business. (Kalakota and Whinston p.3) 
2.2.1 828 (Business to Business) (Berger) 
828 is an acronym for business-to-business. a type of e-commerce involving a 
transaction from one business to another via the Net. 828 incorporates everyth ing from 
manufacturing to solution providers. With improved efficiency and lightning speed, 
businesses can access procurement sites and services to get multiple bids, issue purchase 
orders. make pa mcnts, etc I he olume of money mvolved in 132B transactions has 
already surpassed individual consumcr transactions by \O: I us reportcd by the J\b.:rdeen 
Group. In add1t1on, the potential grll\\th 1s 1mp1essl\e ·1 he Yankce Group predicts 
American bus11tt!Ss-to-busincss comnH.:rce "ill g1ow 4 I 0 o nnnunlly over the next five 
years. 
\3 
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2.2.2 B2C (Business to Consumer) (Berger) 
B2C is similar to traditional retailing by a business to a consumer. The novelty is that the 
retailing is now done on the Internet rather than at a brick and mortar store location. 
Note that the novelty is the medium used, in this case, the Internet. The idea of using a 
different approach for retailing rather than a fixed store location has been around awhile. 
Back in 1886, a jeweler unhappy with a shipment of watches refused to accept them. 
Much to the delight of the manufacturer, a local telegraph operator bought the whole 
shipment. Being an opportunist, he used the telegraph to sell all the watches to fellow 
operators and railroad employees. 
2.2.3 Transactions and business Processes (Gary P.Shncidcr) 
The transactions and business processes that companies, gO\crnments, and other 
organi1ations undertake on the Internet to support selling and purchasing activities 
2.2..t torefront I\ todrl 
A storefront e-commercc allO\\S the buyer and the seller to interact di rectly The on-line 
seller offers items for snlc. takes thc mdc1s on-lrnc. accepts paymcnts securely, and then 
sends the mcrchnndisc to thc consumer. The Web allows small and large businesses to 
conduct commerce on an equal footing 24/7 and around the world. An important part of 
e-commerce is the on-line shopping cart, which allows the consumer to "pick up" and 
accumulate items they want lo buy while they continue to shop for more. (Geocities) 
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To some people, a products-offered site is narrowly defined as a "true" eCommerce site. 
A website that offers products for sale is the electronic version of a catalog. These 
virtual storefronts are built to describe the offering with pictures and words, offer 
promotions, provide a "shopping cart," and complete the purchase tTansaction. Once the 
product is purchased, the cyber enterprise arranges for product fulfillment including 
shipping and handling. The fulfillment is sometimes completed by the website enterprise 
or directly from the manufacturer in a drop shipping arrangement. Some manufacturers 
arc now passing up the intermediary wholesalers and retailers by offering their products 
directly to consumers. This collapsing of the supply chain is called disinterrnediation. 
Although the vast majority of these sites offer tangible products, they can work for 
service products too. The primary characteristic of these types of sites is the abil ity to 
make a one-time purchase with no f uturc obligations 
(Samudsan) 
2.2.5 Transaction 
Transactions arc exchanges that occur '"'hen one cco11om1c entity sells a product or 
sen ice to another cnttty A transactwn tu kc~ plac1.: "hen a product or ~crv1 cc 1s 
transferred across a technologically sepa111hk 111terfoce that links a consumer (cl ient) 
with a producer (sen er). When buyer or seller transactions occur in the electronic 
marketplace, infom1ation is accessed, absorbed, arranged, and sold in di fferent ways. To 
manage these tran actions, electronic commerce also incorporates transaction 
management, which organizes, routes, processes, and tracks transactions. Electronic 
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commerce also includes consumer making electronic payments and fund transfer. 
(Lauden) 
Diagram below shows the flows of information when a transaction occurred. 
Seller 
- Digital data and documents 
- Multimedia content 
- Software programs 
- Product/ Service. 
Information 
fl ow 
Online 
Transactions 
Payment tlow 
Figure 2.1 Buyer I Seller Transactions 
2.2.6 Cybcr Cash 
Buyer 
- Digital product 
- Services 
- Information 
CybcrCash enables busmesses to receive pa ments through the Internet. CushRegister, 
an onl ine service crent1:d by CyherCash. makes 1t possible for me1ch11nt to rece1 e credit 
card numbers, offer thl.! numh1:rs to the apprnpnnte linanciul inst1tut1on for validation 
and accept credit-card payments tn n sccu1 e 1:nv11 onment mer the Web. Cash Register 
can process all mujor credi t cards. such as V1s11, MasterCard, D1scover/Novus, and some 
debit cards. 
The CashRegister process begins once a customer is finished shopping on a merchant's 
Web site. The customer completes a form , entering credit card and shipping information, 
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and is presented with a screen containing items selected, prices and billing infonnation. 
This infonnation is then sent to CyberCash for alidation. Once validation is received, 
the purchase can be completed, and funds are transfer electronically from the customer's 
account to the merchant's account. (Dietel, Dietel & Nieto p. 137) 
2.2.7 Secure Electronic Transaction (SET) 
Secure electronic transactions is a protocol for encrypted credit card payment transfers. 
Announced in February l 996, by VlSA and MasterCard, SET establishes a single 
technical standard for protecting payment card purchases made over the Internet and 
other open networks. Participants in the SET consortium include Microsoft, Netscape, 
GTE, IBM, SAIC, Terisa Systems, and Verisign. SET 1s based on public-key encryption 
nnd authentication of cardholders, merchants. and ncquircrs: pro idc confidentiality of 
payment data: preserve the integri ty of payment data: and define the algorithms and 
protocols neccssnry for these securit services. (Kalukotn and Whinston p.172) 
2.2.8 Secure Sockets I ,ayer (SSI ,) 
hon for Secure Sol'Al'f,  L c1\ 'l'r. :\ Jlrntm:ol developed b Nct~capc for transmitting 
pri\atc documents ' 1a the Internet. SSL works by using a public key to encrypt data that 
is tran frrrcd O\ er the L connection. Both Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer 
support L. and many Web sites use the protocol to obtain confidential user 
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infonnation, such as credit card numbers. By convention, Web pages that require an SSL 
connection start with hllps: instead of hup. 
Another protocol for transmitting data securely over the World Wide Web is Secure 
HTTP (S-H17'P). Whereas SSL creates a secure connection between a client and a 
server, over which any amount of data can be sent securely, S-HTTP is designed to 
transmit individual messages securely. SSL and S-HTTP, therefore, can be seen as 
complementary rather than competing technologies. Both protocols have been approved 
by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) as a standard. (Webopedia) 
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2.3 Online University Used Book Center 
2.3.1 Introduction 
Online University Used Book Center is still rare among the Internet users, especially in 
Malaysia environment. However, there are online used book center, which can be found 
in foreign country. 
An Online University Used Book Center is a form of 82C (Business to Customer) which 
allow customers to search, shop, buy and arrange shipment online. It is the combination 
of virtual storefront model in e-commerce, security and information storage to faci litate 
the promotion or used book in the website. 
The task for the onl ine university used book center arc typically same with the ordinary 
onlinc book center. The different between both is their products. which the onl ine 
university used book center sell ing the used book instead of selling the new boo"s 
The basic feature for the onlinc uni crsity book center arc listed al\ bdow : 
• Search function 
• Shopping cart 
• Used boo\... onlinc selling 
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lnspite of these, the on line university book center also can have other feature as listed 
below : 
• Books listing 
• Members registration and login authentication 
Folio' ing is the detail of each features· description listed above. 
2.3.2 Search Function 
A search function in an online used bookstore provides the book searching service to the 
users of the site. With the help of the search function, users can easily fi nd the books 
they arc looking for. 
There arc three cntcgories in search function. the search by author, search hy book and 
search the ent ire database. The search the entire database function allows users to search 
bool..s with 1-.c_ words Thi.! 1-eV\\Ords may be the title or author of the bool-.s 
The internal search cngtnc that doc~ the ~can:hmg wo1 I.. and returns the related resul t~ 
from database to the user supports the scmch runct1011 1111111 onl111e used book ccntcr. 
The ad antagc or . carch engine is that it saves user' s time in searching book. Instead of 
bro\\Sing the site to find a particular book, user can use the search engine to perform 
search and therefore get the return in a short while. 
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2.3.3 Shopping Cart 
A shopping cart is a piece of software that acts as an on line store's catalog and ordering 
process. Typically, a shopping cart is the interface between a company's website and its 
deeper infrastructure, allowing consumers to select merchandise; review what they have 
selected: make necessary modifications or additions: and purchase the merchandise. 
(Webopedia) 
One of the most commonly used e-commerce enablers is the shopping cart. This order 
processing technology allows customer to accumulate items they wish to buy as they 
continue to shop. Supporting the shopping cart is a product catalog, which is hosted on 
the merchant server in the fonn of a database. (Dcitcl, Deitel & Nieto p.72) 
Online shopping carts arc similar to real shopping cart The customer secs which items 
arc selected before chccl-.mg out of the store and has an opportunity to review the items 
and mnl-.c chungcs /\ t p1cul shoppmg cart program will list each item in the cart, the 
quantity or items in the earl , a dcscnpt1on of each item, the price per Item tllld the 
subtotal of the order bcfon.: ta:\cs and sh1ppmg d111rgcs (<lrccnspan) 
Although the hoppmg rnrt 1s only one method or l:Onducttng transactions online, it is an 
cffocti c way of bu ing and sell ing products on the Internet. Many c-busmcsses use 
shopping carts The sites record what the customer wants to purchase and provide an 
cas) and understandable ' ay to shop online. The user can add or remove items to or 
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from their shopping cart and the site automatically updates the total. When the user 
"check out", they pay for whatever items are in the shopping cart. 
While shopping cart technology offers consumers the convenience of quick and easy 
transactions, it creates problems regarding consumer privacy and online security. 
2.3.4 Used Book Online Selling 
Sell used books on line means selling books in a virtual store in the Internet instead of in 
a physical book center. The process of selling books on line is simple. The customer who 
wants to buy book will ha c to browse the web site and select the book they wish to buy. 
After sclccttng the book. they will have to pay using the payment method accepted by 
the site. 
The dm' had, or selling used hooks onlinc 1s it ff11 ght be unreliable Custom1.:r cannot 
know the book ' s cond1twn before the ' buy lhl! book Some customers prcfor to 'Ice the 
book before buying. 
2.3.5 Books Listing 
Some online u cd book.stores provide the details of books as value added to customers 
"ho u e the site. ome customers prefer to view the book and know more detail about 
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the book before purchase. Therefore, this feature will attract books' lover who want to 
purchase books online before know more about the books. 
The book listing might allow users to see the book description which may include the 
book title, author and price of the book. 
2.3.6 Members Registration and Login Authentication 
Registration of membership is a popular feature practiced by many e-commerce sites 
nowadays. These sites will provide services incorporated in the site to their registered 
members. 
In an online used bookstore, the services like books' purchasing and selling is only for 
the registered members. The login authentication feature will act as the gateway to 
access th<.: ti1cilities in the site, where the controlling of users over the site will be control 
by the engine thnt works transparently. 
The adurntage of membership in an online used bookstore 1s the site adm1111stmtors can 
eas1I_ trace the members \\ho hud access to the site lk su.k s, the owner of the site can 
provide their scf\ ices and products to the customers according to their preference and 
therefore cater the users' preference. 
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2.4 Analysis of Existing Online University Used Book Center 
The selection of the existing online used book center is based on their functionalities, 
value added services and the appearance via personal observation to the sites. For 
instances, the likely features in those sites are taken into account when selecting the 
sites. 
ln the fact that the websites used book center for selling and trade in university used 
books are less in number, either in Malaysia or in foreign country, thus most of the 
studies are based on the website of used book center. 
For the purpose of this project, ten of the on line used book center arc selected to study to 
find out what arc the popular features that arc practiced by the sites' owner Summaries 
of the ten selected sites arc in Table 2. 1 
From table 2.1, the onlinc hooks purclmsing and ordering feature, the searching fi.!ature, 
and the shopping cart and e-payment technologies exist in all the onlinc used bookstores 
system, except the Ucc:ol/1•c:tm11 (/.,cd /Jooh hool-.storc /\s with the nomc "onlinc used 
book center". the mnin purpose of the on line used book center i ~ to provide the fac1'1ttcs 
of book ordering and pu1chasing ia the Internet 
A membership .en ice 1s still not common in the onhnc used book center system. 
llO\\C\ er, complete sites like />owells.<:<mt, 21 North Alu111 and f'om/o'olw.com practice 
this feature. since this can cater the members preference and thus give a personalized 
cfTcct to users. 
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The appearance of the search function in all the online used book center, indicating that 
this feature is essential in order to provide an effective onlinc used book center 
searching. The search function eases the users who are looking for a particular book in 
the site by saving thei r time of browsing the site. 
Classification of books is also another important feature in almost all on line used book 
center, so that to case users who search books by topic or subject. Book description and 
preview wlll provide the infonnation about the book to user before user purchases or 
orders it. 1 lowever, the book preview feature only appears in a few sites, like 
!'owe/ls.com and /11e Books Garden Gallery. 
Only a few of the sites trade in used books from the users, which arc the l 1<Mells.com, 
I NF /Jooh .com and /'omFolw.com. This is because trade in books from users might be 
unreliuble since the sites' owner cannot k.now the condition of books. 
Mailing List is another com11H.ln reutun; in the onlme used book center system At the 
same time. the 1 lclp Desi... & FAQ features provide 11se1s with mf'ormation regarding the 
website. the sen ices prO\ ided, as well as the te1ms and regulations of using the services 
offered Users \\ere able to tin<l 0111 the wa 1 bul\111css goes, how the payment goes, and 
ho\\ secure \\ere the trnnsact1ons. 
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2.4.1 Features Description and Analysis of Studied Used Book Centers 
Table 2.1 Descript ion and Analysis of Used Book Centers 
\Vebsite Reference Features Comments 
Name URL 
Book nttp.lfW\V\N Search function, The Book away is a nom1al 
Away w~1atbok. c Online purchase books used bookstore using the 
T he 
om/default service, 
lltm Books details& 
description, 
Shopping cart, 
E-payment, 
Payment method using 
credit card, 
Shipping services 
h p """ Search function, 
shopping cart technique. There 
is no categorization of books 
and it will be complex for 
users if they want to browse 
books by category or subject. 
The s1 h! has a systematic 
Book h110J.. trlkn Online purchase books classification of books that 
Gn rdcn i..:nm 
G ullcr y 
service, 
1300!..s preview 
(image). 
Books detai l and 
tksc1 iption. 
Shopping cart. 
I t-. tail ing hst, 
I I istrng or new arriva l 
I used books. 
Help desk and FAQ, 
E-payment, 
Payment method using 
case users ' ho wanted to 
browse boo!..s by category. It 
also prov1d1:s the friend 
1cfc1cncing sci ice that al lows 
use1 s tn notify their friend 
nhout thc c\1st1ng service 
P1c\lew and detatl of books 
cater the users· preference '"ho 
likes to preview the books 
before buying. 
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Recolle 1 \\ \\ Books classification, The Recollection Used Books 
is a site that only publishes the ction l:"ilwno \.'on Books grading, 
llscd 
Books 
t l.!t~ll 111d Payment method using used books available tn the 
e~ html credit cards number bookstore. The books listed in 
Powells. http \\\\\\ 
com p1 1\\~·11 , o 
111 lin 11\' hi 
111 I 
sends via email, 
Shipping services 
the page are not in order. 1t 
only has the books 
classi ti cation f ea tu re. 
Users who want to order books 
have to email the site 
administrator to make order. 
Credit card ' s 111forma11on 1s 
also send to the site 
admmistrator via email. 
Members rcgistrntion The Powel ls.com is an onlinc 
and log111 bookstore that sells used, 
uu1hcnticutio11, antiquarian and rare books 
Search func:tion, hl!s1c.ks nl!w bool..s. The site 
Online purchase books p10 ides rich collection of 
sen ice. used book., with classification 
Online selling book-: that l!a..,c the u ~l!rs of the site. 
sen ice, Preview and details of books 
Book , pre\ ic' 
• (imagt!), 
Books detail and 
description, 
Books classification, 
cater the users' preference who 
likes to preview the books 
before buying. This complete 
site provides useful function 
for book lovers who intended 
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Shopping cart, 
Mailing list, 
Listing of new arrival 
used books. 
Help desk and FAQ, 
E-payment, 
Feedback, 
Payment method using 
credit cards, check and 
money order, 
Shipping services 
Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
to look for used books online. 
No h11p ''" '' Members registration The No Garbage Books is a 
Garbag nog,;_11 b.1~b and simple used bookstore with the 
c Books ook corn 
I 
Reread I lp \\ \\ \\ 
ables u.:1e:1 J.\hk 
Used l:Olll 
Books 
login authentication, purpose of selling used books 
Search function, online The site only provides 
Online purchase books the basic function that 1s the 
service, search and purchac;c of used 
Books preview books. 
( image), 
Books classdicat ion, 
Shopping earl, 
Mailing list. 
F-p:t) ml!nt . 
Pnymcnt method us111g 
cn:dlt cards. 
Sh1 ppmg sen ices 
earch function, 
Online purchase books 
service, 
Books classification, 
This simple site perfonns basic 
used book center task, the 
searching and purchasing 
functions. 
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Shopping cart, 
E-payment, 
Feedback, 
Payment method using 
credit cards and check, 
Shipping services 
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Tom Fol ht p .. "\\ '' Members registration This site has a detai l 
io.com to1nfol10 Cl> and login classification of books that 
A book htt1 \\ ''" 
ca rch.c a )tW ~ -;c .. rc 
om 
1
! h ul·n indt> 
authentication, 
Search funct ion, 
ease the user to browse books 
online. It also provides a detail 
Online purchase books search function for users. 
services, 
Onl ine selling books 
services, 
Books detail and 
description, 
Books classtficat ion, 
Shopp111g cart, 
Mmlrng list. 
I lclp desk nnd FA(), 
I :-pay1111.:11t . 
Feedback. 
Pa~ ment method usrng 
credit cnrds and dm.:t:t 
pn 1mcnt , 
Shipping services 
Search function, This simple site only performs 
Online purchase books the used book center basic 
service, task, the searching and buying 
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x htrn Books details and 
description, 
Shopping cart, 
E-payment, 
Payment method using 
credit cards, 
Shipping services 
Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
features. 
LNF hllJ 1\ ' \ \ Members registration This site has a complete of 
books classification that eases 
the users when browsing for 
books by category. 
Books.c ln11)(111'-. -. C1l and login 
om m authentication, 
21 
North 
h Ip \\\\1 
_ northm 
Search function, 
Online purchase books It also provides a search 
service, service, in which the user can 
Online selling books place their list of wanted books 
service, in a fonn , and the staff of the 
Books detnil and 
description, 
Books classification. 
Shopping curt , 
Mailmg list, 
I kip desk and FAO. 
F-pa) mcnt. 
Feedback. 
Payment method usrng 
credit cards. check and 
money order, 
Shipping services. 
Members registration 
and login 
book center will search for the 
books 111 the book center 
I lmn!\Cr, charges arc required 
for users who use this service 
This simple site allow user to 
search used books. However, 
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Main n.com authentication, only registered users can 
Search function, purchase books online. lt has 
Online purchase books an advanced search funct ion 
service, that allowed users to search 
Books detail and used books on the site. 
description, 
Books classification, 
Shopping cart, 
Mailing list, 
Help desk and FAQ, 
E-payment, 
Feedback, 
Payment method using 
credit cards, 
Shipping services. 
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2.4.2 Sample screenshots of the studied used book center 
i) AbookSearch.com 
f! Jili!t!M§"'l"i""il!'l!i!::ii!@flftlili"'§Mt!1Si"ii!i•MUM'1WMM!.!§'"'iill'- -1 • 
I file f d« Yt9W FAV01118s Iools l:jelp 
1) ~ ~ .£J ~ ..._\ · .. 
Slop Raflesh Home SeOldl Fcvon18s Hr'10ly Me.ii 
~en 1£:l C:\'MNDO'.VS\Desklop\abookseoich h)n 3 t>Go 
Unks t!]Clistom1ze llllks t!]M!aogcll @.)lhl11MI S1M !)Windowa~ t!]CheMe!Gulde !.]Windows 
• 
,\'"'X"'.'K::.l .'\RCI 1.~- \."" \\ ABOOKSEARCH.COM Out of print, old and 
rare books .~ 'l t 1 ,..,, r 1ui\ t. 
, 'I D .S.. R \IO I~'\,.'!.' 
·':'.; 
Author: 
Book l ltlc: 
Key words 
Sorl order jPrioc Descending o:J 
Limit search 110 o:J results lo 
~ . . ·. ~~~-~)?:-.; _ 
--· ·-- I -fi,J · ~ . ,· RI .. '\~~ 
•'.:..· . ..... 11 . . . . ~ 
nwl Signed r 
f dllio11 r 
' "'" .. .,,...,. .. ,~k("J• ·, ~-· 
s.aacd! tiDs CSlOlll..>lbbrovl.ltlons 
WELCOME! ~ 
t!]Oone • lfll01'11t1 
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ii) Powells.com 
1j Puwo;ll' ~ Uuul-s Us "d. tl »w. und Out of Punt M1.:rus ull lnt ... rntft ( J<J1lu ru1 l!!lr;:JEJ 
Ede fd.t ~ FG"Of14H I oo!s t:1elp • J ]) ~ .:£.! ~ .j· .. 
Slop Refresh Home Search Fcllorilos H1s101y Moll 
l,AQdr1n• lel C:\Vv'INDOVv'S\DesklOp\Powell's Books· Uaed. New. ond Out of Pnnthlm 
links !)CUstomi:eUnks @]Miao1o'.\ @]ll'Allmet Stert @]Window;Upd81111 @]OlllMGIGUlde @]YMdows .. 
~ OweJls ?f/ilu1n1> 10 ( - II'• City of 800~1 ~le . 1t..1.,o.Hlor, lnJ. 'r""' l• .. lt t,. (!Eill ! YOUI ACCOUNT) ~ I ~JJJ.(I (-1 J. I 1 J .. '1 A Secyntv S. pri11acy 
~l Guaranteed 
Rare & Co'lec t1ble • Techn.cal Boo~s ' Textbooks 8t School og • Kids' Books • &Books 
Eitf1t3:1 llOWSC SECTIONS I IJj(iillJ 9 mD 1'1tB 1311131:1141 
more search 0011ons 
• INTO THE AIS lU 
An:h1ti:eturc 
A.a 
fOMOUOW"i PRIU: 
$20 
~ ~ ~ ' . 
Dally Doso Aut hor !ntcrvlows A t tbg M0\'105 
Audjo Boots 
~
Lllwrw1 Great Deals on Really 
Chll!lwU 
chost·1011v Good Books 
com1Mcu 1 Raymond Carver 's 
~~ l 'l!l.fQgll Cal I If You Need 
!:u.rreD.l..Al1\•tJ Me: Th e> Unco 11 ec ted 
rei ~~~~~___..'.:'..:'.. 
Cllds. for pgtolls 
Pa ly boo)( nt111ews frum 
Satan.com, C1qulnt, The New 
Republic, Thv Ch11S\IJQ 
Sc1enc1 Monitor, The Atl•ntic 
Monthly, and Powell's own 
"a ff members <,ubicnbo 
• h'l!OCT9l 
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iii) TomFolio.com 
~ iMi!jM§@M«·M@IMMliM ;ffidlJlll!.!*t"9Mi"WM!%Nl§liiii!i - - Isl >< I II fJ1 Ed.1 ~ew F.Q'JQOl•t Iool• t;ielp • 
0 _g ~ t\ ..!.I ~ _j • ,. 
Stop Rehsh Home Se~ FO\/Oriles H1sto1y Meil 
AQdr1tn Iii C:\WINDOW'S\Desklop\lcmlol10.lml 
links t)Custom1z1 u"l<t fJ Maoaol fJ lnlemel Stolt @]WwJo#s Updll'8 fJ Olennel Guide ~ndows 
Home I Cont1ct Ua I Bookl~or11 I Search I Newsletter I 0 0 
Our Code. ol 
(1blQ 
B.WsUx 
~9jUy 
~ 
DilW 
llulhot lnfa 
Cnl ht ctl1l9.lnfll 
fitblbbcr Into 
Ncwslonor 
r::uo 
4 
Horne Books, Perltdtcals, EPhemera 
Perform a search by using one or more of the following fields. 
r. Tight Match r- Loose Match Browse. by Categgnes 
I 
I 
ISBN Numbor 
r First Edition r Signed 
lsclcct B1nd1n2 
Author 
Ti Ho 
Pub~sher 
Keywords 
Sta rt Search Reset 
----e 1n1emo1 
• 
J 
~ 
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Chapter 3 - Methodology and System Analysis 
A computerized system that perfectly meets the user's need can only be achieved by 
proper product engineering. The goal of product engineering is to translate the 
customer' s desire for a set of defined capabilities into a working product (Pressman, 
2001). The overall requirements ofa product shown in Figure 3.1 are elicited from the 
customers or users. These requirements encompass infonnation and control needs, 
product function and behavior, overall product perfonnance, design and interfacing 
constraints and other special needs. In this chapter, a thorough analysis and in-depth 
study of the system and users' requirements is carried out. 
Capabi li ties 
I lardwarc 
Component 
Engineering 
(world view) 
Processing requirement 
Com1>0nent 
Engineering 
(domain view) 
Analysis & Design 
modeling 
(clcn1<·nt \1icw) 
---
Progrnm 
co m1>oncnts 
DDDD DDD Constuction & 
I ntcgrnt ion 
(Detailed view) 
Figure 3.1: Diagram hows the Product Engineering Hierarchy 
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3.1 Target Group definition 
Before we further understand what the users want, analyzing need, assessing feasibility, 
negotiating a reasonable solution, specifying the solution unambiguously, validating the 
specification and managing the requirements, a potential user group has to be identified. 
These targeted user group are defined as the largest group from the target population 
(Kingsman, 1994). 
For the Online University Used Book Center, the valid user will be the administrator and 
the reb>istered users. The public only can view the page w1thout using the facility such as 
purchasing and trade in. Administrator's level of accessibility will be restricted which 
cannot login by users. The user interface wi ll be more user friendly to enable the users 
and administrator get onl inc. 
3.2 Fact Finding Techniques 
In order to understand and obtain what information users need to pcrfom1 their joh 
effectively, several rctric\ mg method-; hnve been chosen, such as through reading 
materials, survey and qucstt0nna1re and internet surfing All the mfom1atton of 
requirements rctric\ ed from the vnrious sou1ccs wc1e processed nnd nnaly1cd to get a 
precise picture on how the proposed project should look like and perform. 
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3.2.1 Internet Browsing and Material Reading 
The "information superhighway" or lnternet is a dynamic tool that assists researchers in 
completing research work. The Internet can provides access to a vast collection of 
databases that includes books, articles, essays, reports, statistical information, and 
government documents. 
To define the system requirements and definitions, the Internet is chosen to get the 
information about the related topics, such as the electronic payment system, the World 
Wide Web, etc. 
Materials reading arc another method chosen to get information regarding related topics. 
The materials read including books, articles from magazines, newspaper and the existing 
examples or thesis in the document's room fSKTM. The sources of books arc from 
library, pals and bookshops. 
For example, the OUUUC is a web-based apphcat1on, e-commerce site and a stor\!front 
model. Book.s referencing ts done to unde1stnnd these terms. By understa11d111g the 
related tcmls, it helps the n.:scarchcrs to ha ca p1cc1se planning of the project and get to 
track the required phases thut needed to undergo 11\ bringing out this project. With the 
basic undastanding about the pmJCCt. proceeding to other stages of the project 1s easier. 
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3.2.2 Survey and Questionnaire 
In order to identify the users' reaction towards the online used bookstore, a survey is 
conducted. A set of questionnaire is prepared to be answered by the respondent. 
Group of respondent from different status (undergraduate students, graduate students or 
working people) are select so that to get the different opinions from different users level. 
Due to time consuming, the questionnaire is distributed via email. The respondent then 
return their answered questionnaire via email. 
There is a weak point in this survey. The respondents selected might not be able to cover 
all the categories of users in Malaysia. Therefore, the data will not be representative 
enough. 
3.2.3 Observation and Current System Analysis 
To understand and lind out hm an onlinc un iversity used book ccnh.:r function, the 
analysis and obser at1on or current e'\1stmg system 1s done. Ten or the existing onl inc 
used booh. tores are selected to do the anuly~1 ~ . 1cgard111g their fea tures, uluc added 
services, and the interface 
The criteria considered while sdccting the site including the functionalities exist in the 
stte, and the interface design. This is because those two criteria are important for an 
electronic commerce site in order to attract users to visit to the site. 
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After selecting the sites, the functionalities exists in the sites, such as the searching 
wizard and the payment system is observe. 
3.3 User Requirements Specifications and Analysis - Functional and 
Non-Functional 
After we have gone through the results of internet browsing base on the findings in 
chapter 2, it is believed that information technology is not yet fully applied in online 
university used book center in any country, especially in Malaysia. 
Therefore the proposed OUUBC would be bui lt by using the latest technology, with 
easy-to-use interfaces, and all standard, expected and exciting features. 
After few the survey in the Internet and library. a thorough understanding on cx 1 ~ting 
\ ebsite was gained. Their req1111 ements and expectation toward the features provided by 
to-be-developed OUUHC were obtained and classified as functional and non-functional 
requirements of the proposed system 
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3.3.1 Functional Requirements Analysis 
a) T he Administrator Module 
• Administration Features 
The administrative features allow administrators to maintain and manage the site. 
These include managing the users, books and transaction in OUUBC. 
b) The User Module 
• Membership 
The OUUBC ofTers membership to privileged visitors. Either the users can 
choose to accept or to reject the membership offered. If they accept it, they have 
to provide their particulars to OUUBC. Only members of OUUBC are allowed to 
purchase in university used books. A login authentication is the gateway for 
users who isit to OUUBC. 
• Scuch Function 
There arc search functions in OUUBC, the search for author, search for book and 
search the cntirc dntnbuse. Users can do a quid, search u!ling keywords. Internal 
search engine performs the books searching in the OUUBC database and returns 
the search results in n list to uscrs with the irnngc of the hook~ displayed. Further 
detailed description about the hook wi ll he display 
• Online Purchasing 
Member is able to purchase used books in OUUBC. This function includes the 
shopping cart technology. Members can select the books they want and dump 
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into the shopping cart. They have to pay for the amount required when they 
check out of the site. 
3.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements Analysis 
Non-functional specifications are the constraints under which a system must operate and 
the standards which must be met by the delivered system ISommerwille, 1995}. The 
OU UBC must ensure certain web application qualities like user-friendliness, 
correctness, functionali ty, reliability, fl exibility, efficiency as well as maintainability. 
a) llscr-Fricndlincss 
User interfaces design creates an efTcctive communicallon medium between a 
human and a cornputcr Therefore, it is very important to make sure that the 
intl.!rtilccs rultill user-rncndlinl.!ss so that it would not cause trouble to users. Thi.! 
Golden Rules IMnndcl, 19971 coins three rul l.!s : 
• Place the user in control 
This \\ill de tine interaction mo<.k s 111 a way that dol.!s not force a user into 
unnece.snl) or undesired actions. Besides, it also provides flex1blc interactton 
for different users for instance via mouse movement and keyboard commands. 
• Reduce the user's memory load 
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One of the principles that enable an interface to reduce the user's memory load is 
by reducing demand on short-term memory. The interface should be designed to 
reduce the requirements to remember past actions and results. 
• Make the interface consistent 
The interface design should apply to consistent fashion where all visual 
information must be organized according to a design standard that is maintained 
throughout all screen displays. Apart from that, input mechanisms are 
constrained to a limited set that are used consistently throughout the application. 
Lastly, mechanisms for navigating from task to task are consistently defined and 
implemented. 
b) Correctness 
/\ program or system must operate correctly or it provides little value to its users. 
Correctness is the degree to which the solhvarc performs its required function. 
To ensure this application quality, lots or testing and trial-and-errors wi ll be 
carried out. 
c) Functionality 
The functionalities stressed here arc the searching and retrieving capab1hty, 
which is \ery important in any web application that deal with data retrieval from 
existing database. Besides, navigation and browsing features as well as 
application domain-related features wi ll be taken into account. 
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d) Reliability 
Reliability is the extent to which a program can be expected to perform its 
intended function with required precision (Pressman, 2001 (. It is closely related 
to correct link processing, error recovery and user input validation and recovery. 
e) Robustness 
The system must be able to retain operating in the occurrence of failures or 
unexpected errors. For instance, the user errors can be detect by validating the 
data input from user before it is send to the server for processing. 
1) Efficiency 
Undeniable, efficiency is the key for implementing the OUUBC website. 
Efficiency is understood as the abi lity of a process procedure to be called or 
accessed unlimitedly to produce similar performance outcomes at an acceptable 
or credible speed (Sommcrwilk, 1995( . Ef!iciency is measured base on response 
time performance, page generation speed and graphics generation speed. 
g) !\taintainabilit)1 
The mamtenance "or" of the OUUBC site should take place from time to time. 
Thi, is to ensure that the site always provide up-to-date information to users. The 
administration modules are designated to accomplish this task, in which 
authorized administrators are allowed to maintain the database of OUUBC. 
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h) Security 
The OUUBC will have the security access to each page in the site. Different 
level of users will have dilTerent accessibility to different pages. The securi ty 
access prohibits unauthorized users access to pages in the Web site. 
3..t Platform, \VebScrvcr and Tools Consideration 
3.4.1 Platform Technology 
In computers, a platform is an underlying computer system on which application 
programs can run. The personal computers, Windows 98 and the Macintosh are 
examples of two different platforms. The enterprise servers or mainframes, IBM's S/390 
arc example of platforms. A platform consists of an operating system, which is designed 
to work wi th a particular processor set of instructions. 
3..t.1.1 Similar ln-1\larkct Platform Technology 
a) \Vindows 95/98/NT/2000 
Windows is a popular system platl(mn especially for home use. As part of the 
components of the Windows Family. Windows NT Workstat1011 4.0 and Windows NT 
crvcr 4.0 arc suitable for business. For home use, Windows 95 and Windows 98 arc the 
popular choice For company use, Windows 2000 Sen er is the right solution for 
workgroup fi le, print, and communication servers. It comes together wi th llS and 
pro\ ides a much better performances. 
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b) Macintosh 
The Macintosh is another example of platform that has its own operating system, Mac 
OS and is originally built on Motorola's 68000 series microprocessors, Mac versions 
today are powered by the PowerPC microprocessor, which was developed jointly by 
Apple, Motorola, and IBM. 
While Mac users represent only about 5% of the total numbers of personal computer 
users, Macs are highly popular and almost a cultural necessity among graphic designers 
and on line visual artists and the companies they work for. 
3.4.1.2 Chosen Development Platform and Operating System 
For the OUUBC, Windows is chosen as the development platform. Microsoft's 
Windows 98 is built to work wi th a series of microprocessors from the Intel Corporation 
that share the same or similar sets of instructions. 
The main reason for choosing Microsoft's Windows 98 ns the development operating 
system is because Windows 98 1s based on the popula1 Microsoft Windows 95 
Operating S 'Stem, and is designed for the consumer mnrket Wtndows 95/98 were 
designed for backward compat1bilit \ ith older DOS and 16bit programs, as well as 
pro iding a platfom1 for the newer (back in 1995) 32 bit programs. 
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Windows 98 works better by making it simple to access the Internet and by providing 
better system performance along with easier system diagnostics and maintenance. With 
Windows 98, users' system plays better as well with support for the latest graphics, 
sound, and multimedia technologies, the ability to easily add and remove peripheral 
devices with support for Universal Serial Bus (USE), and it also enables users to watch 
TV on PC. Besides that, Windows 98 is compatible with more software (including 
games) and hardware. 
3.4.2 Database Management System 
Database technology is used in almost all variety of applications, which some serve only 
a single user whereas others are for multi-users. Database Management System is a tool 
that enables effecti ve communication with database. Examples of database management 
systems arc MYSQL, Oracle 8i, PostgreSQL, Sybase, lnformix and also Microsoft 
J\cccss. 
JA.2. 1 imihtr In-Market Databnsc Mu1rn~emcnt System 
a) Comparison between MySQL and PostgreSQL 
MySQL is more suitable for de eloping OUUBC because it has more advantages to use 
M_ SQL compared with PostgreSQL. 
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Table 3.1 : MySQL vs. PostgreSQL 
Features MySQL PostgreSQL 
Speed Faster Slower 
Stablelity Very stable Less stable 
Performance on Very good Not stable 
Windows 
Upgrading Easy to upgrade Difficult to upgraded 
b) Comparison between MYSQL and Oracle 
Oracle is much more expensive compared with MySQL. Oracle also more suitable to be 
used to develop a large project and used by large company. Since OUU13C is a medium-
sized e-commerce project, MySQL is more suitable to develop OUUBC. 
3.4.2.2 Chosen Development Database Mana~cmcnt System 
In order to de' clop OUUBC, M SQL is most suitable and compatible database server to 
be used. 
Besides that, MySQL is chosen as database server to develop OUUBC because the 
following features: 
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• Fast - MySQL is about three to four times faster than many other commercial 
databases. 
• Ease-of-use - MySQL is easy to manage. 
• Cost advantages - MySQL is an open source relational database and free of 
cost. 
• Large tables - MySQL stores each table in the database as a separate file in the 
database directory. The maximum size of a table can be between a minimum of 
4GB. 
One advantage to use MySQL with PHP is can manage database easily using 
plip~1~ t\dm 1 , a browser based MySQL administration page written in PHP4. 
phpMyAdmin has features : (see Appendix A-Figure 9. 1, figure 9.2): 
• Crcatc/Dclctc/Edi t/Vicw Databases. 
• Crcatc/Dclctc/Edit/Vicw/Dcscribc Tables. 
• Edi t Tnhlc Columns Add/Delete Rows. 
• Backup/Restore Databases. 
3.4.3 \\1 eb Sen1er 
A Web server is a program that uses the client/server model and the World Wide Web's 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), serves the files that form Web pages to Web users 
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(whose computers contain HTTP clients that forward their requests). Every computer on 
the Internet that contains a Web site must have a Web server program. The most popular 
Web servers are Microsoft's Internet Information Server (IIS), which comes with the 
Windows NT server~ Netscape FastTrack and Enterprise servers~ and Apache, a Web 
server for UNIX-based operating systems 
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b) Comparison between Apache and Personal Web Server 
PWS is a scaled-down version ofllS and more suitable to develop personal home page. 
PWS also less features compared with Apache which more suitable to develop OUUBC 
site. 
3.4.3.2 Chosen Development Web Server 
After compared with TIS and PWS, Apache has been chosen as web server for OUUBC 
because Apache is : 
• Powerful - Apache server is robust, stable and powerful. 
• Feature-Rich - The Apache server includes features: XML support, Server-Side 
Includes (SSI), powerful URL-rewri ting, and virtual hosting. 
• Extensible - Apache is open source. Source code can be found on internet and 
has various online resources for refe rence. 
• Popular - Apache holds a smidge under 60 percent of the web server market. 
• Free - Apache is free. I ~nsy to get, just download from internet. 
Besides that, Apache is the most compntihlc web server to run Pl IP. Pl IP can perform 
very well on Apache compared with other web server like llS and PWS. 
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3.4.4 Web Development Technology 
3.4.4.1 Similar In-Market Web Development Technology 
a) Comparison Between PHP and ColdFusion 
Table 3.3 : PHP vs. ColdFusion 
Cold Fusion PBP 
Language Primitive and does not Strong and very 
support standard operator flexible. 
syntax or user-defined 
functions. 
File-System Support Adequate, not fea ture-rich. Comprehensive. 
-
Cost Free High cost 
b) Comparison between PllP and .ISP 
Table 3..t : PH P vs. J SP 
.ISP PllP 
>-
Platform Support only platform that Support all major 
have a virtual machine platforms (UNIX, 
available. Window,) and any 
32-bit or better 
platfo rm. 
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Performance Slow Fast, as much as 3.5 
times faster than JSP. 
Scripting Language Complex, difficult to learn. Easy to learn and 
maintain. 
c) Comparison between PHP and ASP 
Table 3.5 : PHP vs. ASP 
ASP PHP 
Speed Slow fast 
-
Memory Management Load all the fil es. Load include fil es that arc 
required. 
--I I idden Cost Need to buy J\SPEncrypt Free, no hidden cost. 
for encryption, need to buy 
ServerObject's QMail fro 
email management and 
need to buy Soflware 
Artisans SJ\-Fi leUp for li te 
uploading. 
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3.4.4.2 Chosen Web Development Tool 
As a conclusion, PHP is chosen as programming language to develop OUBCC. 
ColdFusion is usually used by large company to develop large-sized project. JSP is more 
difficult to learn compared with PHP. It is time-consuming to master JSP for developing 
OUBCC. PHP is free and can run faster than ASP. After compared with ColdFusion, 
ASP and JSP, PHP is the most suitable programming language to develop OUBCC. 
The advantages to use PHP are: 
• Speed - high speed of execution and will not slow down the rest of machine 
• Stabili ty - the possibility of system crash is very low, very stable because PHP 
uses its own resource management system, and has a sophisticated method for 
handling variables. 
• Security -- PllP provides many levels of security which can be set in the . ini file 
to the desired level. 
• Simplicity easy to learn especially programmers with previous experience of C. 
• Open Source do not neither dependent on ft nrnnufncturer to fi x things that 
don't work, nor pay for upgrades every year. 
• Lots of database interfaces - Pl It> curn.:ntly will work with MySQL, MS SQL, 
Ornc\e, lnformix, Postgn.:SQL and many others. 
• Run on (almost) any platform - cnn run on UNIX, Windows(95/98/NT/2000) 
and Macs. 
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3.4.5 Authoring Tools 
3.4.5.1 Similar In-Market Authoring Tools 
a) Comparison between EditPlus and Microsoft Visual 
Inter Dev 
Since PHP as a programming language to develop OUUBC, Microsoft Visual InterDev 
is not suitable to be chosen as authoring tool because it does not support PHP. 
EditPlus can be considered as authoring tool because it support PHP. 
b) Comparison between EditPlus and Notepad 
EditPlus and Notepad are web authoring tools that support PHP. Notepad has the 
simplest user interfaces and lack of powerful features and templates to help web authors 
or developers in developing web sites. EditPlus has rich and powcrf ul features for web 
authoring, such as customizable syntax highlighting for l lTML and other programming 
language, useful document templates and cflicicnt user tools. 
3.4.5.2 Chosen Authoring Tools 
As a conclusion, EditPlus is the most suitable authoring tool for I ITML and PHP editing 
because of its efficient, rich-lcuturcs, nexible and powerful authoring tools and it 
supports PHP. 
Adobe Photoshop also chosen as designing tools to create button and layout for the 
on line product catalog of OUUBC. 
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Besides that, Macromedia Dreamweaver is chosen as visual web editing tool to create 
web site in OUUBC because its excellent visual design features coupled with great 
source-code editing. 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 4.0 is the most latest version with full features include: 
• Integrated Text Editor 
Can do editing in Design View and Code View. Using new Split View to see 
both Code and Design views simultaneously. The Code View's new live syntax 
coloring, tag balancing, and auto indenting make coding a snap. 
• Layout View 
Easily design complex pages using the new Layout View. Draw table cells 
directly on the page and then specify how the layout changes as the page is 
resized. Easily drag cells around or group cells together to create a nested table. 
Powerful visual design features include drag-and-drop tables, images, and layers. 
Standard View provides a rich WYSIWYG environment for editing pages. 
• Macromedia flash Text and button 
Create editable vector graphics directly in Drcnmwcaver with the new 
Macromedia Flash Buttons and Macromedia Flash Text features. By using 
Macromedia Flash vectors instead of bitmaps for buttons and text, graphics are 
scalable, smaller in file size, and look great when printed. 
• Javascript Debugger 
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Debug client-side JavaScript directly in browser. The new JavaScript Debugger 
execute in Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer. 
• Edit Non-HTML Documents 
Use Dreamweaver as a text editor for non-HTML documents. Edit JavaScript, 
XML, and other text files directly in Code View. 
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3.5 Hardware and Software Requirements 
3.5.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware specifications are as listed below : 
Table 3.6 : Hardware requirements 
Processor Pentium II 
Random Access 128MBRAM 
Memory 
Hard Disks Space 1 GB 
Others Other peripherals devices 
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3.5.2 Software Requirements 
The selections of software are as listed below: 
Table 3.7: Software requirements 
Category Tools/Software To Use 
Operating System Windows 98 
Web Server Apache vl.3 
Database Server MySQL 
Server-side language PHP4 
Markup Language IITML 
Scripting Language Javascript 
Editing Tools EditPlus v2.0 I 
--Web /\uthoring Tools Macromedia Drcamwcavcr 3.0 
Designing Tools /\dobc Photoshop 6.0 
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Chapter 4 - System Design 
4.1 The Architecture of Online University Used Book Center 
The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or structures 
of the system, which comprise software components, the externally visible properties of 
those components and the relationships among them (Bass, 1998; Clements, 1998; 
Kazman, 1998). The architecture is not the operational software but a representation 
that enables a software engineer to analyze the effectiveness of the design in meeting its 
stated requirements, to ensure design changes can be done relatively easy and to reduce 
the risk associated with the construction of a system. 
For the to-be-built OUUBC, the 3-tier architecture that uses cl ient/server computing 
model is chosen as the development system architecture. /\ typical 3-ticr application 
consists or three separate parts, which arc distributed to a difie rcnt place or places in a 
network. With three tiers or parts, each part can be developed concurrently by Jiffcrcnt 
team or programmers coding in different languages from the other tier developers. 
Because the programming for a tier can be changed or relocated without affc<.:ling the 
other tiers, the 3-tier model makes it easier for an enterprise or sollware packager to 
continually evolve an application as new needs and opportunities arise. 
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4.1.1 Three-Tier architecture for Online University Used Book Center 
Online University Used Book Center (OUUBC) 
"' 
/ / / / 
r--....._ 
./ 
HTML Apache 
• ... + • ... 
PHP 
MySQL 
/ 
" script 
APT 
I Weh Browser I :/ 
Client-Tier Database-Tier Application-Tier 
I FIRST TIER I I SECOND TIER I I THlRDTlER I 
Figure 4.1 3-Ticr Architecture of Online University Used Book Center 
The conceptual archi tecture of the three-tier application applies when we split an 
application across three tiers arc split into three logical components or the application: 
user interface, computational logic and data storage. In reality, the three-tier Web 
applications generally consist or u Web browser for the user interface, a Web server 
connected to a "middle tier" application, and a persistent store that is frequently a 
relational database. (Rdl!r to Figure 4. 1) 
The main purpose of having a three-tier archi tecture is to assign main functionality to 
each tier to ensure no function overlapped. Different people could handle each tier using 
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different languages. Therefore, whenever there is error or system fault occurs, the 
problems can be detected and fixed easily without interfering other tier. 
4.2 Database Design 
Data storage is considered by some to be the heart of an information system (Kendall , 
1996). It is a central source of data meant to be shared by many users for a variety of 
applications. The heart of a database is the DBMS (database management system), 
which allows the creation, modification and updating of the database; the retrieval of 
data and the generation of reports. The main objective of database design is to make sure 
that data is available when the user wants to use it. Apart from that, the accuracy, 
consistency and integrity of data must be assured from time to time, to provide efficient 
data storage as well as efficient updating and retrieval. 
In I 976. Peter Chen had introduced the use or the entity-relationship model (E-R 
Model). J\n E-R diagram contains many ent ities, many different types of relations, and 
numerous attributes. The benefits of Enti ty Relationship modeling arc mentioned below: 
1. Databases need to be designed and entity rclatmnship (ER) modeling is an aid to 
design. 
11 . An ER model is a graphical representation of the system and 1s a high-level 
conceptual data model. 
111. Supports a user's perception of data and is independent of the particular DBMS 
and hardware platform. 
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4.3 Process Design 
Online University Used Book Center is designed based on structured design technique. 
These structure charts makt.! sure all the small functionalities are clearly stated therefore 
the system programs are easy to implement and maintain. 
4.3. l Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
A graphical representation of data processes throughout the OUUBC can be put together 
in a data now diagram (DfD) Logical data flo" approach is applied in drawing DFD. 
Oy using the combination of only four symbols, a pictorial depiction of processes that 
' ill eventually pro ide solid system documentation can be created (Kendall , 1996). 
4.3.2 Program Design 
Program design explains the modules OlJlJHC 111 dl!l nil using dtngrams There arc 
mamly t\ o main components m the OUUBC ~' ~tcm . the adm1n1~t 1 a t ion rum:tions and 
the non-administrat iH~ functions. Each of the components 1s sub-d1v1dcd mto modules 
that made up the ouun Detail \IC\\ $ c)fthc ll\()duks illC s ill)\\ II Ill h g111c ·I 2. 
·1 he administrators arc those "ho maintain the database and the site. The registered 
members arc tho c "ho u e the facili ties a\ ailable in the university used book center, 
such as ~earchmg and buying 
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The context diagram in Figure 4.2 gi es an o erview to the OUUBC system. It includes 
the basic inputs, the general system, the major data flow to and from, and the outputs, 
that representing the entire system. 
Figure 4.3 shows the context diagram for OUUBC. The child diagrams for each function 
an; shows in Figure 4.4 to fi gure 4.9 in the following parts. The child diagrams give a 
clear picture of how each data flows in each function. 
Flow chart for the on line purchase is shown in Figure 4.10. 
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r 
Online 
Purchasing 
I 
' 
Transaction 
Management 
Non-Admm1stratlon Functions 
Search Membership 
OUUBC 
J 
' User 
Management 
Administrat ion Functions 
Chapter 4 - System Design 
Login Search User 
Figure 4.2 The overview of all the main modules and related sub-modules for 
11ro1>oscd Online University Used n ook Center. 
Before prO\ i<ling a more <leta1lc<l data flow dingmm such ns dmg1nm () 1111d cluld 
diagram , a brief C'\plnnat1on on the 4 S) ml ols used 1n l)FI) 1s d1:-.pl11vcd 1n 11 tahlc form, 
as stated 111 J'ablc 4 I 
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The Data Flow Diagram Symbols 
Table 4.1 Descriptions of functions of the data flow diagram symbols 
Symbol Meaning Example 
E ntity 
Flow of 
Dntn 
Process 
Ontn 
.. tor<' 
Administrator 
- search-+ 
4 1 
Add 
Memborship 
02 Users Master 
I Functions 
I Depicts an external 
entity that can send 
data to and/or receive 
I data from the system 
Represent the now of 
data or mformation 
from one point to 
another po mt of the 
system 
U. ed to sho" 
occu1 n.:ncc~ of a 
tmnsfonning procc!'s 
P1 m:l!~~cs '" '' 11 hvay!' 
ch.:not l! n changl! Ill 
d111t1 Ill put P1 OC:CS"iC\ 
n:p1 cM.:nt \\tH\.. being 
pc1fi.Hnn.:d \\llhlll the 
I ~y-. 1 cm I Rcpr cscnt dntn Ston; 
and holds data for a 
gi en tune" ithin the 
system. 
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Usemame & o/w ~ / 
r n Memberstuo Into 
-
~ 
... 
Search Information ~ 
Rcgistl.!rcd ... Purchase Info ~ 
Members r 
oursc 
\.. 
·~ 
Fi~urc 4.3 Context Oiagrnm for Ollll BC 
Chapter 4 - System Design 
l l'!2m <: l'ttlinn 
-
... 
Membersh10 Confirm _ 
... 
<.canh Rc<.uh. 
~ 
... 
Purchase Confirm 
-
... 
.) 
Uc;cmnmc & pnss" ord 
Registered 
1embers 
Admmr trator 
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Username & 
Password 
1.1 
ubmit 
semame and 
Pa \\Ord 
ubmi11cd Data 
scrs 
Record 
1.2 
Queries 
database to 
\'Cri fy 
l ·cmnmc & 
Pn S\\ Ord 
~ tntcl1111g ol 
llscmnmc c 1 Pn<,s\\ ord 
1.3 
I O!-tlll to 
Ol ll1BC 
I 0~111 
Co11li111111110n 
Chapter 4 System Design 
New Usemame & 
Password 
tismatch 
semame 
& Password 
1.4 
Prompt user to 
re-enter 
U emamc& 
PaSS\\ ord or 
register to 
ouuoc 
Membership 
lnfonnation 
Figure -'--' : Child Dia1?ram fo r OllllBC l ,ogin Authcnticntion 
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~ !ember hip 
lnfomrntion 
,, 
, 
2.1 ' 
Re-entered Data 
ubmit ~ 
"" tembership 
lnfomiation 
~ 
ubmittcd 
Data 
, ' 
r 
' 
r 
' 
r 'I 2.2 
ubmittcd 2.3 Data 2.5 
erify Required Data ~ Validate Data error ~ Prompt u~cr to 
-
~ 
l·icld ronnat re-enter D.Ha 
" 
~ 
" 
~ ~ 
\I Cll ficd 
Data 
, r 
r 
::>.4 'I I o21 k mbc1sh1p 1 11~1c1 I 
t Add 
Vc1iftcd t-. k111hc1 :;hip 
Darn 
'- ~ 
I\ kmhc1 ..,J11p 
Co11 ti1111:1tHm 
,, 
Figure -t s: Child Diagram for Membership Registnttion 
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D Books ~ 1aster 
Search 
lnfomrntion Books Record 
3.1 
ear ch 
Data 
ubmit search 1-----.i 
lnfomu1tion 
3.6 
Qucncs dntnbn'c 
to <;c:m:h book 
dctn1I 
Boo I-. 
ID 
3.2 
Queries 
database to 
search books on 
required criteria 
Search 
Re ults 
3.5 l 1 t of 
Boo I-. 
elect Book to 
\ 'ic" Octail-, 
3.3 
Sort Selected 
books 
Results 
3.4 
Oi~pla 13ooi.. ~ 
in l 1 I 
Bool-. '-; 
Dctai I 
I '"' o l' Hool-. -; 
3.7 
Di piny 
Bool-. ·s Dctni b 
Book's 
ln fon 11:111011 
Fi~urc 4.6 : Child Diagram for Books Searching 
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Book 
lnfonnation 
7.1 
elected 
Add to Book · 
Shopping C'nrt 
D Book ~ l aster 
Book Record 
7.2 Shopping. Can 
Item 
Add to 
Shopping Cart Remaining Item 
Total Purchase 
02 tcmbcr hip la, tcr 
tcmbcr·~ 
Record 
D 
7.4 
Chec1' Out 
hopping Cart 
7.6 
Get lcml>cr':. 
lnfonnotion 
Purchase 
Li t 
Purcha~c 
ln fomrnt1on 
P111dw-;c: l11 fo111111t t011 
7.7 
Con ftnn 
Purchase 
01 
7.3 
Delete 
Selection from 
Cart 
7.5 
Vent) 
lcmbersh1p 
l scr' 
Rcco1d 
lhcn~ ~ tn tcr 
Book Record Pun:ha'c: lkcoul 
Purchnsc Conli11111111on 
Fi~urc 4.7 : Child Diagram for Online Purchase 
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Administrators 
Record 
dministrntor 
Record 
le" 
9.1.1 
Add Users 
(Administrator) 
Admini trator 
ln fonnation 
9 .1.2 
carch er 
er 
ln fonnation 
l scrs 
9.1 l scrs lnfonna11on User Record 
0 
\ tanage L scr 
\ k111bcr 
Record 
l11 fonna11011 
L'o.;crs 
ln fonnat1011 
r----T" ___ __.__ 
02 lcmhcr"h1p ma, te1 
Ad111i11istrntor 
Record 
9. 1.3 
lc111hcr s 
Record 
Ddctc 
1\tl111111hh .1tm~ 
9. 1.4 
lcr11hers 
Record 
D ·k tc 
\lc1n\ ~ ' ' 
\lc111hc1-. 
Record 
lc111hcr' 
lkcoi d 
9. 1. ~ 
\ IC\\ 
\l ~n1hc r s 
l . crs 
I 11 fonnn11on 
l sen. 
lnfonnation 
l SCI '\ 
lnfomtnt1011 
Figure 4.8 : Child Diagram for ll er Management 
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Transaction Record 
Transaction Record 
9.6 
~-------l 
tanagc 
Tnm action 
Transaction 
ln fomrntion 
Tran ·action 
lnfonnation 
9.6.1 
\ ' tC\\ 
Transact ion 
Rcpo11s 
Tt llll'l:JCI 10 11 
l11 fon11a11011 
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Transaction 
Record 
9.6.2 
' carch 
Transaction 
Tran.;;ac11011 
J 11f(H 111(\l l(lll 
Fi~urc 4.9 : Child Dia~rnm for Trnnsnction 1\1111t1tJ!l'llll'nt 
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L 
Reg'Stered 
f4 
Log11 
... 
' 
Do Sh0pp11'9 
Yes 
' 
v- Sean:h 
ltema 
' 
Add a..,.. to Cart 
0 11"t y thO 
tonttnt• ot thO 
Catt 
' 
Che~the 
quat'CtM OI~ 
l!'OmttteCart 
NotReglCtered 
No 
Fi~urc 4.10: Flow ('hart for Online Purchase 
Chapter 4 System Design 
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4.4 User Interface Design 
User interface design describes how software communicates with the human user who 
uses it (Mundher, 1994). It provides an effective communication medium between a 
human and a computer in order to get user's input to produce desired output. 
As interfaces stand as the representation of a system, the desif,rncd input forms, screens 
and interactive Web fi ll-in forms should meet the objectives as mentioned below: 
a) EfTccti enc. s 
All the input forms, input screens and fi ll -in fonns will meet the system's 
object• e by sen mg specific purpose 111 the 111fom1at1on system 
b) Accuracy 
J\ccurncy refers to design that produce proper completion It ensures 
com.:ct m:ss 0 r dn ta 
c) Consistency 
The propo.ed OUUBC tak.cs 11tto cons1dernt10n the con-; 1~tc11cy or the 
mtcrfaccs to prO\ 1dc user fncndhncss und ca~y-ttH1sc lcaturc to system 
users ln th is en e, con istcncy is required especially in data grouping which 
1s . 1m1lar from one application to the next. 
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d) Simplicity and anractiveness 
Simplicity refers to keeping hose same designs purposely uncluttered in a 
manner that focuses the user's ancntion, ' hereas attracti,eness implies that 
users ' ill enjoy using the input screens, input forms and fill-in Web forms 
through their appealing design. 
c) User consideration 
As interfaces will act as the communication layer that interact directly with 
users, therefore appropriate feedback will be provided to inform users the 
status and achievement of a particular process. 
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4.4.1 Site Layout Design : For Administrator 
Banner Containing OUUBC Logo 
Top avigation Bar 
Content 
Figure 4. 11 : Site Layout Design for Administrator 
Logo 
Totl av ignt ion Bnr 
C'ontent 
The logo part contarn the logo for OUUBC 
The nn' 1gat1on bars for users to nccc~s to different 
pages Ill ouunc The arc ' User Records ', ' User 
Mnnngcmcnt ', ·search for User' nnd ' Logout ' lin~s 
This 1s the part "here all the 11pphcut10n/ content for 
C\ Cf) page 1s placed 
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4.4.2 Site Layout Design : For Registered ~lembers 
Ba nner Containing O UUBC Logo 
idc Navigation Content 
Figure .t. 12 : Site Layo ut Dcsi~n for Registe red Members 
Logo 
Side Navigation Bar 
Content 
The logo part contai ns the logo fo r OUUBC. 
The navigation bars for users to access to dlff crent 
pages In OUUBC. They arc 'Sea rch', 'Book Shop' 
and 'Logout ' llnks. 
This is the part where all the appllcatlon/ content 
for every page Is placed . 
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4.4.3 Example of User Page 
•l Onhne Umvl"f >It v Us rd Book C~t" - ,.....,.. • Mlcro~on Internet bcplore 
. 11 0 
O UU13C 
Search 
Book Shop 
Logout 
t r 
Wolcomo to tho Onhno Un1Vors1ty Usod Dook Center 
• 11. nu; ccn tJo S\IO!tl dror IJy Tl\Jo 0111Jf"":hcr ol 800~ 
• c:n~rn ~:ilog•Je 0 1 Ooo~;.s ~ bo I tt d 
• twmJ od:lctl t:> shcpping ccit ccn b d I to 1 betor ch11d1n11 oc.it 
• O HW y or ms c "1!leli s~ pp nii cc.r cont o mod• MI 1 r • ched- 1101;1 
• A1un::ill1 "m " 'TIM'!• wiUno•incr c qu ly 
Seorc'1 fer 
In llHI IJ•Oufl I Book by T ido ::J 
Figure 4. t 3 : User Pngc Design 
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4.4.4 Example of Administrator Page 
F1a Edt View Fe'l1lrtes Tools ~ 
+-Bock • • %.) lJ ~ ~SMrdl .!Jfavates "Medo ..J -.)· .J • ..J 0 
Acb>ns Ill l'ttf> 1/b<.tYJtStlo.abc 1tvw _.or.n ~ 
UU13C 
Tran.sacr lorn ~arch for usu Logo&iC 
r me1ying ~ 
r ycwc:hong ~·dt~IJ:. 
~ r nio1hng ~ r pohloy [' t i y r me .. N mn 
I doVld ~ LillO ~ 
J _f1 
Figure 4.14 : Administrator Pn~c De ign 
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4.5 0 UBC Database Design 
Table 4.2 User Profile Table 
Column N 
Name 
User id 
Password 
Address Ii 
Address Ii 
City 
Country 
Pin 
Gender 
Age 
Email add 
ame 
nc I 
nc 2 
ress 
Phone nu1 nber 
Card type 
Card no 
Expiry date . 
Chapter 4 System Design 
Description 
Name of the user 
Unique user-id 
Password 
Address Line I 
Address Linc 2 
City 
>-
Country 
Post code number 
Male Female 
User's uge 
User's 1.:mail address 
Phon1.: number of the 11se1 
User's credit card t pc 
-User's c11.:d11 curd m1111hc1 
Fxpiry dutc of the c1cd1t curd 
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Table 4.3 Book Shop Table 
Column Name 
item no 
-
item type 
Ti tle 
t-
Author 
~ 
Price 
---
Table 4A Tnrnsaction Table 
Column Name 
order no 
user 1d 
item no 
Quantity 
Status 
Chapter 4 System Design 
Description 
Unique identifier for the book 
Book 
Titl e of the book 
Author 
Price 
Description 
Umque 1dent1 fier for the user's transaction 
User Id or the User 
Unique HJe11tllie1, 1dent1 r 111g the item. 
Number or item 110 1te1ns ordered by the 
user 
Status of the 1te111 shipped I pend111g 
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4.6 Expected Outcome 
The OUBCC is an online system that serves local users for buying used books. From the 
system design, it is expected that the sites wlll do the folio\\ ing: 
• Login authent ication 
• User registration 
• Search books 
• Purchase onlinc hopping cart 
• Managing the site's database 
The processes of each stated abo\·e arc shO\\ n in pre\ 1ous section<; It 1s c-xpccted that 
each of the modull!s will work according to the requirements that shown m their child 
diagram. 
Besides, the sites should also be uble to d1fferentrntc dlfkrent level of use1s who ucccss 
to OUUBC and therefore allO\\ acccs mg to pages thnt only allow to tho'>e u'>er'> hn 
instance, the admini trators \\ill ha\ e the nght to access to 11d111m1stmtors pages and 
rcg1 tered members arc allo\\ mg purchas111g onlmc 
The system will nl. o have a ct of database that is well organized to manage various type 
of information needed b) the sites. The process of updating the database wi ll be done by 
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the administrator, tn which they will login OUBCC administrators page to do the 
updating works. 
Finally, OUBCC will has a user-friendly interface that ease the users who are using the 
site. The s stem wi ll al o pro ide a security transaction to consumers, and fulfill the 
non-functional requirement in the requirement specifications. 
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Chapter 5 - SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 Introduction 
System implementation in software de elopment is a process to convert system 
requirements into program codes. The initial stage of system implementation in olves 
setting up the development environment. This includes setting up development tools to 
facilitate the ystem implementation. 
Generally, the development environment is suited according to different development 
phases, which can be categori1ed into system design, system development and report 
writing process. 
s.1.1 ~ ystcm Design 
Microson Vis10 5 1s used 1n prcparrng dntn llm dwgrnms (DFD). ent1ty-rclut1onship 
diagram (ER diagram ) and flow chans for the dt.:velopcd system Al though svstcm 
design is clearly stated in chapter 4, nevertheless, du11ng the 11utrnl stage or system 
de elopment, a number of con. ider:itions and ud.1ustmcnts \\ CIC done to th1: 11ut111l 
system design 111 order to match the actual needs and rcqu11cmcnts 
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5.1.2 System Development 
The basic tools used for the system development are: 
• Apache (Web en er) 
• Microsoft Window 98 (Operating System) 
• MySql (Database Management System) 
• Edi tPlus2 (Editor for 1 lTML, PHP) 
• Adobe Photoshop 6 (lmage creation Tool) 
• Macromcdia Dreamweavcr 4 (Editor and interface creation tool) 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5 (Web browser) 
5.1.3 H.cport \Vritin~ 
Microsoft Word 2000 and Microsoft Visio 5 un; used for preparing proposal and other 
requirement represcntnt1 ons. /\ II the problems em:o11nte11.;d, toge1h1.:1 "1th solut wns 
found throughout the processes (from s 1stem implclllentution until s stelll cv11lu11t ion} 
were recorded as " ell u, result from syst~m test rng and ~ys tem 111tcg111t 1011 
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5.2 System Coding - Coding Approach, Style and cripting 
Language 
5.2.1 Coding Approach 
The selection for coding approach is essential for aiding in quality assurance of system 
projects. The top-down approach and the modular approach are selected for the coding 
purpose. 
Top-down design means looking at the large picture of the system and then exploding it 
into smaller part or subsystems (Kendall & Kendall ) It allows the system analyst to 
ascertain overall system objectives first , as well as how they are best met in an overall 
system. Then the s •stem analyst move to di\ 1de the system mto ~ub~y~tems and the 
system requirements 
Once the top-dm 11 design approach 1s ta"en. the modulm appiouch 1s useful 111 
programming. This approach mvolves brcu"ing the prngrammmg 111to log1cal. 
manageable modules. It works well ' 1th top-down design bccuuse 1t cmphas11es the 
interfaces between modules and doc not neglect them unlll lnkr 111 sv~t em de, eloprnent 
Each mdi idual module . hould be funct1Cmull · cohesive. so thnt 1t 1s charged with 
accomph. lung only one function 
The top-do" n design 1. • elected because it avoids the chaos of attempting to design 
sy~tem "all at once·· Be. ides, tt also prevents the system analyst from getting so mired 
111 detail that he lo~c ~1ght of what the system is supposed to do. 
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The modular program design makes modules easier to wri te and debug because they are 
virtually self-contained. Tracing an error in a module is less complicated, since a 
problem in one module will not cause problems in others. Modules are also easier to 
maintain since modi fication usually wi ll be limited to a few modules and will not spread 
over an ent ire program. Modules are also easier to grasp, since they are self-contained 
subsystems. This means that a reader can pick up a code listing of a module and 
understand its function. 
/\s shown in Figure 5.1 the OUUBC Top-down design, OUUBC is divided into two 
main parts, that is the administrator functions and the non-adrmm trator functions. The 
administrator function is then sub-divided into four parts, the transaction management, 
user management login and search u er The non-administrator func tion ha three pan ~. 
the registration and login, search and purchase boo~s 
Each main pnrt is divided into small parts using the motluln1 approach nccmd1ng tu the 
design requirements as describe in thc chuptcr 4. 
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OUUBC 
Administrator Function Non-Administrator Function 
Trnn action 1anagement 
Login 
Login 
earch 
scr \ tnnagcmcnt 
Online Purcha\c 
Search i.c1 
Figure 5.1 OllllUC To1r down Design 
5.2.2 Coding Style 
The coding stylc.:s arc important to mcn:ase the code mu111tt11m1h11t1 uml 1cmlnb1ltty. 
(i) Inte rna l Documcntntion 
The intcmal documentation contains infonnation directed at someone who will be 
rending the source code of the programs. Usually, this infonnation is placed at the 
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beginning of each component in a set of comments called the header comment block, 
which act as an introduction to the program. 
Figure 5.2 shows the header comment block that is included in e\ Cl)' application page in 
OUUBC. 
<!--
Author 
Filename 
Description 
--> 
: Chang Mei Ying 
: logout.html 
: This program is to display logout message. 
Figure 5.2 lleadcr Comment Block 
(ii.) The PllP coding 
For all I he .php filcs, I hen: a1 e some mclude tiles \ 11lle11 Ill lhc upper pan or the 
progrnm. Tht.: incl udc stateml!nt llll!trns rl!nd and cxl!cllt l! code from 11 spec dit.:d Ii le Thc 
advantage of using include tiles is no need to duplicate ' nt111g the sumc codes 111 each 
.php tiles. If any error found on that particulnr lilc. the.: ~\ :-: t cm Jll' t 111.:cd to change om: 
fil e instead of all the tiles The include fi les m thl! module as sho' 11 hdow 
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<? 
include ("shared/connect. php"); 
include ("shared/common.php"): 
include ("sharedJerror. php"): 
include ("shared/validate. php"): 
Figure 5.3 Include Files 
All the include files arc stored in a folder named 'shared' . The conncct. php is created to 
connect to the M ySQL database sen er. 
i ft!($1ink m sql pconncct ($db scr er, $dh logrn, $db pnssword))) 
} 
DisplayFrrMsg(sprintft" lntcnrnl error 0 ud 11 os\n". m sql c1rno(). 
m sql error())), 
rc.!tum 0, 
Figure 5..t Conncct.php 
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The common.php file is created to define the variables used in particular files. o, we do 
not need to define in each file. 
$db_server - "localhost"; 
$db login "fsktm"; 
//database server name 
//database login name 
$db password "mysql"; //database password 
$db "Ouubc": 
$0uubc "Ouubc"; 
$http host "localhost/ouubc I"; 
Fi~urc 5.5 ('ommon.ph(l 
//database containing the tables 
/II rrT P host 
The ouubc 1 mum.php mcludes coding of the user mterfoce design This system has 
used table ·· /table · to control the different parts m the \\ Cb ~111: . n~ shown below 
llTML 
, BODY 
.... TABLF I leader is hcrl! · l'ABI F 
, r ABI E Content is hen: · l'A131 F 
<.. BODY' 
, llTML 
Figure 5.6 In ter face style 
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This method is easier to control and create dynamic content. Each time user click button 
to view another page of that site, changes will only occurred in the second table. This 
can also sol e the problem of slow loading of pages. 
The layout structure of the web site: 
Header 
Content 
DisplnyErrMsg function is defined in crror.php tiles that is om; of the include files. 
function DisplnyErrMsg( message) t 
printl1" blockquotc' blockquote ' · hlm:kquote h 1 font 
color #ccOOOO 0 o. font" h "'"\n". message). 
Figure 5.7 Error.php 
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Once the new account has been created, a database will be generated to the new 
member. After the database has been generated, 3 tables wlll be created under the 
database: user_profile, book. and transact ion. The PHP coding is sho\\ed below: 
CREATE DATABASE Ouubc ; 
connect Ouubc : 
CREATE TABLE user profi le ( 
name VARCI IAR(40) NOT NULL, 
user id V ARCI IAR(20) NOT NULL, 
password VARCllAR(20) NOT NULL. 
address line I VARC11AR(40) NOT NULL, 
address hne2 VARCI IAR(40) DEFAULT NUl l ., 
ci ty VARCI IAR(20) NOT NULL, 
country VARCI IAR(20) NOT NULL, 
pin VARCI IAR(20) NOT NULL. 
gender VARCI IAR(20) NOT NULi . 
age VARCI IAR(20) NOT NULL, 
email id VARCI IAR(20) NO r NUl L. 
phone number VARCI l AR(20) NO r NULL. 
card no VARCI IAR(20) OT Ul L. 
expiry date VARCI IAR(_O) NOT NUU , 
card t) ~ VARCllAR(_O) OT UU. 
PRIMARY K EY(uscr 1d)); 
CRl· A I l· ·1 A Bl I· book ( 
i tem no V ARCI IAR(20) NOT NULL, 
item type VARCllAR(20) OT NULL, 
title VARCI IAR(60) NOT NULL, 
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author VARCHAR(60) NOT NULL. 
price float NOT NULL, 
PRIMARY KEY(item no)): 
CREATE TABLE transaction ( 
order_no INT NOT NULL primary key auto_increment, 
user id V ARCI IAR(20) NOT NULL, 
item no VARCI IAR(20) NOT NULL, 
quantity INT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0, 
status V ARCI IAR(20) NOT NULL); 
5.2.3 Scripting Language 
The scripting language that OUUI3C used to develop the system consists of server-side 
scripting language and chenH~ide language. ener-s1dc programmrng language is Pl IP 
and for client-side IS JuvnScnpl ouunc use Pl IP Ill lllUJOI part of the system nnd used 
JavaScript only for form alidation 
(i) PllP 
Pl IP is I ITML embedded scnptmg language. means It cnn h · used toucthcr with the 
1 ITML In 11 rML, Pl IP sen pt 1 enclosed" 1th s1x:crnl Pl IP tngs (sec example bclo' ) 
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<HTMl> 
<BODY> 
<? /PHP code stan here ?> 
</BODY' 
<../l ITML "> 
Figure 5.8 PllP script 
Chapter 5 - System Implementation 
To print Imes, use c:dw. To add comment to ltnc. use or • •1. 
·? 1• This 1s I lcllo file*/ 
II to I Icllo 
echo ("I lcllo World"): '? 
Figure 5.9 Echo 
All the PllP file. mu. t be ~a' cd as ph1 fik t~ !"le 
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(ii) JavaScript 
For JavaScript, it is also a HTML embedded scripting language and can used together 
with HTML and PHP. In HTML, Ja aScript script is enclosed with special Ja aScript 
tags (see example below). 
'-Script language "JavaScript"> 
JavaScript statements 
</script> 
Figure 5. l 0 J~wa cript 
The script tag is placed in the head of an I ITML document so that all the Ja aScript 
definitions ha c been made before the bod ' of the document · ~ d1~pla_ ed 
... llTML • 
· 111 ~A1) ' 
• script language "Jm aScript" 
J:l\'aScnpt statements 
script~ 
<lllFAD 
' BODY...., 
' BODY> 
<II rJ ML · 
Figure 5.11 .Ja,1n . cript in HTML 
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5.3 Summary 
The system implementation of OUUBC is presented in Chapter 5. This includes the 
coding approach, programming styles, and scripting languages u cd . 
The coding approach assure for the system's quality whi le the programming styles 
increase the system maintainability and readability. Data manipulation allowed 
interaction between OUUBC application and database. The scripting language is used 
for client side validation and hence reduces the redundant between client and server. 
Overall , the primary goal of this phase is to produce a simple, clear source code with 
internal documentation that will case the processes of a cnficat1 on, debugging, tec..ting. 
modification and further enhancement. 
The next chapter discusses nbout the testmg or the pro1ect tllld the~ 1~\em e\ al11at1cm IS 
discussed in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 6-TESTING 
6.1 Introduction 
The main function of testing is to establish the presence of defects in a program and to 
judge whether the program is usable in real appl ication. Ne enheless, testing can only 
demonstrate the presence of errors. lt cannot show that there is no error in the program. 
Therefore, a more suitable approach must be chosen to reduce the possibility of errors in 
a program. 
Bottom-up approach is adopted in system testing for OUUBC. Each module at the 
lowest level of the system hicrarch_ is tested indi idually. Then, all the tested module 
would be related to the next module testing This approach is repeated until all the 
modules arc tested successfully 
6.2 Testing Process 
Testing takes place throughout the process of s stem 11nplementatmn Although testing 
i tcdiou , it is e cnt ia l . enc. of . tep. that hd p to u ...... utt' the qunhtv of the C\ cntunl 
system. resting is done on man <l1 ffcrcnt k ' els at 'n11ous 111tcrvals. 
In de clopmg a system, tc~ttng 1m oh e. se' era I stages as shown in Figure 6.1 below. 
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Component 
Code 
Component 
Code 
Component 
Code 
Component 
Code 
Unit Test 
Unit Test 
Unit Test 
Unit Test 
Figure 6.1 Testing tcps 
Design 
Soeclflcatlon 
System 
Requi rements 
Integration 
Test 
Integra ted 
Modules 
System Test 
System In Use 
First, unit resting or module 1es1ing is carried out in ' h1ch each program component 1s 
tested on its own, isolated from the other components m the system 
When collections of componcnls ha c hccn uml lested, the next step is to ensure that the 
interfaces among the com1>0nc1us 111 c defined und hundkd prnpcrly lntcu111t1on tcstrng 1s 
the process of crilying thnt the s stem components work together us descnhed in the 
system and program spcc1 licat1 ons 
Finally, the sy. tem 1s tc. tcd to a~surc thnt it has the desired functionality. 
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6.2.1 Types of Testing 
(a) Unit Testing 
Chapter 6 - System Testing 
Unit test is the process to test the individual component to ensure that they function 
properly. Each component is tested independently without the interference from other 
system components. Unit test is performed concurrently with the development process. 
Unit testing verities that the components functions properly "~th the types of input 
expected from studying the component' s design. The internal data structures, logic, and 
boundary conditions for the input and output data are also tested. 
To test a component , input data and condit ions were chosen to allow the component to 
manipulate the data, and the output is observed The input is selected so that the output 
demonstrates something about the behavior or the code 
Both alid and in alid cJntn \\ ere crenll.:d to test data These dntn nre then nm to sec 1f 
base rout ines wor" and al. o to catch errors Created <luta ulso test possible 11rn,11num and 
minimum alue., n. " ell ns variations 111 formnts und codes Tluoul' ltnut the p10ces1,, the 
output is checked for errors. 
For example, the nc' member's registrations foml. The uscrname, password, verify 
pass'"'ord, email , addrc .. and po. t code fie lds must not be left empty, while the email 
must be in correct format and the usemarne, password and verify password fields does 
not allo' for ~pace and 5>JX!Ctal character. Test data wi th wrong format is created to test 
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whether the units can detect the fault data. Some of the fonn fields arc left empty when 
submitting the fonn, and to check whether the system can detect the empty fields. 
Two important features in this new member's registrations fonn is no duplicating 
usemame and the matching of the user password and verify password. In this unit 
testing, these two features are tested too by using test data. 
Connection of unit to others pages or link is also tested here. When completing the new 
member's registrations fom1, the data is submitted and if the registration success, users 
wi ll be di rected to the registration successful acknowledgement page. This is test by 
ustng a set of test data that is no fault 
(b) Module Testing 
Module testing is pcrfom1cd ' 1thout other s stc111 111odulcs /\ module consists of a 
collection of dependent components to perform a part1culrH 111.; t.. rn functmn Dilfc1c111 
possible test cases arc applied to the module nnd the test results would be en lied 
Unusual re. ults will be analy1cd nnd they \\()\lid help 111 debugu111g s11b-111otlulcs 111 order 
to produce the dcsin;d output 
For example, in testing the carch module, for any item searched by users, if there is no 
result for the search query, an interface with .. Results not found" will be displayed. If 
there arc results, then the results will be displayed appropriately. 
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I flo [ di !!•~ 
[ ;... 6 il<t $l:p ACM;t 
,i.gc,.,, ltJ lt~/.~-UO..,bcl!nJl>.~I 
< • --.; 
... •,· 
., 
~. . :. . . .• 
Search Results ... 
Book Shop No llt•111 l 11t~ brtn foamd. 
l 09out 
Figure 6.2 Page for CBrch Results Not Found 
(c) Integration Test 
Integration test is needed when nil thl! two muin moduk s, which urc Admin Module nnd 
User Module ns well as all the sub-module ·, arc intcgmtcd. The mutn focus in 
integration test is to exercise the interfaces rcpcntcdly to detect nny it ltl!rfucc mismutch 
problem. 
Several imponnnt aspects arc checked to ensure that the flow of the data in OUUBC is 
well organized and are user friendly to all the system users. 
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( d) System Test 
The sub-systems are integrated to make the entire system. Therefore, the main purpose 
in system testing is to find errors that result from unanticipated interactions bet\ cen sub-
systems. Besides, it is used to validate whether the system meets its functional and non-
functional requirement. 
System testing is difTcrence from unit testing and integration testing. System testing is 
the ultimate testing procedure. System tests study all the concerns issue and behaviors 
that can only be exposed by testing the entire integrated system or major part of it. 
(i). ccurity Testing 
The security testing 1s to enfy the protection mechanism in the system against improper 
penetration The s stem secunt 1 1s tested as t\\O differences "ay as below. 
• Password Cnsc Sensitive 
Pnss' ord to access to the store hnd. ollicc 1s set to c.:11-.~ 'cn-;1tl\ c, mcnn-. thnt 1f 
password is pohlay I and user enter the passwotd' 1th POI II ./\ Y I . 1t' 111 prompt 
error message. 
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Elf t<ll J:.. r1""••· l ~ t!t<> 
~ . .. : 
£Id $1(o Rtlot:h 
I~ s fij tt<& /W{)vJxl.'rdt<~!::f 
. ~ 
. . . ~ 
~ :~.~ ~ 
. . 
UBC 
. . 
Wrol'\9 P~tl""'Ord Ent~d 
1 e i 
Figure 6.3 Page for \Vrong Password Entered 
• ct Cookie~ 
The uscrname cookie nnd pnssword cookie wi ll be set when user log in. The cookies 
will be checked to avoid user accessing the page ' ithout logging in to the system. 
The illegal action page' ill be prompt to ask user log in ngnin The cookies wi ll be 
deleted when user logout. 
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6.3 Summary 
Generally, the main objectives of the project as defined in earlier phase have been 
achieved. The system is able to handle the user registration and create new account for 
each new member. Besides that, it can handle and maintain the database for admin. This 
system also pro ides safeguard to prevent the unauthorized users from accessing or 
modifying the system or database. 
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Chapter 7 - SYSTEM EVALUATION AND 
CONCLUSION 
7.1 Introduction 
Evaluation is the ultimate phase of developing a system and an important phase before 
deli cry the system to the end users. Evaluation was related to user environment, 
att itudes, infonnation priorities and several other concerns that are to be considered 
carefully before effectiveness can be concluded. At all phases of the system approaches, 
evaluation is a process that occurs continuously, drawing on a variety of sources and 
information. 
7.2 Problems encountered and solution 
7.2. 1 Difficulties in choosing u Progrnnuning I .nngungr 
In the market, then.: arc several popular p1og1tunm111g language used for web 
de elopment. Choosing a su1tnblc progrnmm1ng lnngungc "n' n c11ttcnl prm:c..,.., 11s 1111 
tools ha c their own strengths and \\Cakncss. 
In order to oh c thi . prob km, I scnrch mfomrntion l'mm Internet and stud on the 
Strengths and\ caknCSSC. of l.!3Ch progrnmming lunguugc. l have chosen a programming 
language that suppon all the requirement defined in my system. The infonnation m the 
Internet helps me a lot m makmg up the decision. 
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7.2.2 Lack of mastery of knowledge 
In the market, do not have any debugger for PHP and all have to be done by manually. I 
have faced some debugging problems in tracing the errors in my s stem and I found 1 
have used much time in debugging code. 
The solut ion is to cop and learn the codes that done by other programmer from Internet. 
Besides that, I also join some forum on web to increase my knowledge on PHP. This 
problem can be decreased after I ha e experience on wri ting PHP program. 
7.2.3 Using Windows 98 instead of \Vindows 2000 for VIV A 
/\s defined in the 3181 report, I hm e used Windo' s 98 to de elop my system. I lowever, 
I was sharing a PC with my other friends who use Windows 2000 and the lab assistance 
ment ion that the 1t 1. ccurc to use Wrndows 2000 to log 1n as \\C ha\c alrcad) boo"rng 
the PC. 
Therefore, I have used Windows 2000 for VIV/\ presentation This do 1101 cuuo;c u11y 
crash in my system because I .1ust transfer Ill) end :-) stem f1om Wrndo" " l)K IO Wrndo"" 
2000 for demo purpose 
7 .2..t Lack of rcsou recs 
There 1s a hmitauon of using the re ources a ailable in the faculty since there are only 
li mited numbers of PC a' ntlabh! 
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To use a PC, one wi ll need to share it with more than three students. To ol e this 
problem, a group of five students is formed and a PC is shared among these fi ve 
students. Then arrangement of time for using the PC is made. 
The PC in the lab is needed for the purpose of transferring and testing the system, and 
prepared it for \ iva sc. sion. 
7.2.5 Hardware limitations 
There is a hardware limitation when implementing and testing the system. a scanner is 
needed to scan picture of boo\..s and Sa\ e it to the OUUBC folder. 
When developing the application, there is no scanner used. Therefore, to create test data, 
booJ..s 1nfonnat1on and pictures \\ Cre downloaded from tht: lntt:met 
I lowcvcr, in actual when murntuinrng the site, the nd1111111strntor will need a scanner to 
perform the tasJ.. of nrnnag1ng booJ..s m OlJlJIK' 
7.3 Evaluation by End llscr 
Evaluation b end user wn. collect feedbac\.. and comments from the users alter they test 
on my S)Stem E\ aluat1 on cnn be po 1ti\ e and negati e. Through this evaluation, I can 
know that hO\ is my S)Stcm meet thei r need in business, which part is the most 
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attractive part and which parts need to be impro ed. I ha' e found end u ers to te t on my 
system and answer my questionnaire (appendix). 
End users responses are important because the end users are the people who interact 
with the system. The end users can provide comment and suggestions that are useful to 
enhance and impro\e the en ice . 
From the response return by end users, improvement and modifications are made to the 
system. 
7 .4 System Strengths 
7.4.1 Easy-to-use Applicntion 
Ensc-of-usc is most important aspect 1n den:lopmg this system. The system provides 
casy-to-u c applicutton to th.:alcr~ to manage thc11 stock m the shortest t11ne und lmH!st 
cost. 
7.4.2 No Gco~rnphicn l Hnrric r 
Users doc. not hnH! to \\Ort) about the gcogrnplm:nl h111111.:1 "hen us1ni; the OlJUI3C 
System. Business cun he deal bct\\'CCn users from any states in Muluysin through 
lntcmct 
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7.4.3 User-friendly Interface 
OUUBC system designed with user-friendly Graphic User Interface (GU I) components, 
such as interactive button, hyperlink to other pages, etc. This is used to minimize the 
user actions when performing certain task. 
7.4.4 Custom password validation 
A custom password-authentication system is created to prevent unauthorized users from 
accessing the page if they do not ha e any permission to iew. More importantly, the 
authoriied users arc prohibited from accessing the f unctionaiity, which is out of their 
privilege. 
7.5 System Constraints 
OUUBC has the S)Stcm con..,trumts ns tkscnbcd bclo" 
• Since OUUl3C is still a new establish bus1m;ss. the target murk.ct cun only be 
limited to the lntcmct usc.:1s 111 Mnlt\y~rn due to e\1>en"1' c cost ol'dellvc1y 
• Due to the time constraint, all the data me rctnc\cd f1om the dntnbnsc through 
MySQL statements nnd not u, mg the ston.:d procedure. This means that in the 
real si tuation. the pcrfom1ancc speed might be slower. For instance, instead of 
hnvrng to occc.. the dntaba e twice by using MySQL statements to get 
information, a stored procedure that runs steps at one time will be used and it 
' ill 1mmcd1atcl) return the information to users. This would increase the 
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processing time especially when there are a huge amount of text to be proce sed 
at the same time. Therefore, it has become one of the recommended future 
enhancements. 
7.6 Future Enhancements 
ln future, OUUBC can be enhancing in several perspective as described below: 
• When OUUBC meets its stable and maturity stage, it can expand its business by 
widen the target market, not only to local Internet users. 
• Meanwhile, OUUBC rely on the product, the used books. In future, OUU 13C 
could add the product line by elling not only used books, but also old 
magazines, and even old Cassette and Compact Disc Furthennore, OUU L3C can 
nlso se ll new boo1's 
• Later when OUU l3C is 11npkmcntcd ns rcul s slem, the ck ct1on1c payment 
~ stem can be create to function 111 real tune nu~ could be tlnm: "hen Ol Jl JIK' 
has registration "1th a machant account l'lms, the Ol HJIK' d cctron1c payment 
system could b<.: connected to the mcrchnnt so that to pcrfonn the monetary 
transactions 
• Whcne er possible, all the related MySQL statements should be replaced by the 
UM! of the stored procedure . 
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7.7 Knowledge and experience gained 
Upon completion of this project, lots of knowledge and experiences were gained. From 
the beginning till the end of the project, a student is expose to the seven phases involves 
in bringing out the system. 
Students had learned about the process of analyzing, designing, implementing, testing 
and evaluating a system. These experiences are very helpful in future when handling a 
project. 
Furthermore, when developing the system, students can improve knowledge towards in 
using tools such as the programming languages, the scripting language, the databases 
and the designing tools. 
From the de clopment also, students can understand hm u shopp111g curt functions. 
Students also learned how to build n shopprng cart 
l3esides, students also teamed the tecluuque and sk.11\ 111 de elop111g a project, the nght 
manner of documenting the s stem and tht: nght "U) to 1mplcnt1.:nt n cmk nnd ~) ~tcm 
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7.8 Summary 
The evaluation towards the system including the problems faced and the solutions, the 
system evaluation by end users, system strengths, s stem constraints, future 
enhancements and the knowledge and experiences gained. 
The system strengths indicate the positive alues of OUUBC while the system 
constraints show the limitation of OUUBC. However, the system constraints can be 
improved in the future with the enhancements to the system. 
Finally, upon completion of this project, student has gained lots of knowledge and 
experiences. 
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7 .9 Conclusion 
Online University Used Book Center is an electronic used bookstore establish in 
Malaysia. The objecti e of OUUBC is to build an onl ine u ed book center appl ication 
that sells used books. 
The development or OUUBC involves seven phases, project definitions, literature 
review, system analys is, system design, system implementation, testing and system 
evaluation. 
Thorough researches have been carried out to develop OUUBC. These include 
researching the existing system, the tools, the functional and nonfunc11onal 
requirements, methodology, the coding approach and programming styles, and the 
testing appronch. The s stem was designed based on the results of the rescarchc . . 
Although this system probably cannot be considered udvunccd or complex, the 
successful de clopmcnt of the OUU BC is the li rst step tmv111ds mrn c rnmp1 chensl\ c 
and innovati e system de clopment in future. The problems und ex per 1cnces gamed 
during thl.! system dc\ clopment dcfin1tcl~ prm 1d<.: \ l.! l )' useful fo1111dntt011111 m 1 fu ture 
cndca ors. 
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